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Contributions
Ali contributions to VECTORshould be sent to the Editor at the address given on the inside back
cover. Letters andarticles are welcomed onanytopic of interest to the APL community. These do not
need to be limited to APL themes nor must they be supportive of the language. Articles should be
submitted in duplicate and accompanied by as much visual materia! as possible, including a
photographofthe author. Unless otherwise specified each item will be considered for publication as a
personal statementby its author, who accepts legal responsibility that its publication is not restricted
by copyright. Authors are requested wherever possible to supply copy in machine-readable form
ideally text files on a 54☝ IBM-PC compatible diskette. For other standards, please contact the Editor☂
beforehand. Program listings should indicate the computer system on which they have been run. APL
symbols should be displayed on a separate line and not embedded in narrative . Except where
indicated, items published in VECTORmaybefreely reprinted with appropriate acknowledgement.

Membership Rates 1986-87
VECTOR

Category Feep.a. copies Passes
Nonvoting student membership £5 1 1
UKPrivate membership £10 1 1
Overseas private membership £18 1 1
Supplementforairmail

(not needed for Europe) £8
Corporate membership £85 10 5
Sustaining membership £360 neg 5

The membership year runs from Ist May to 30th April. Applications for membership should be made
on the form at the end ofthe journal. Passes are required for entry to some Association events and for
voting at Annual General Meetings. Applications for student membership will be accepted on a
recommendation from a course supervisor. Overseas membership rates cover VECTORsurface
postage and mustbe paid in UK.
Corporate membership is offered to organisations where APLis in professional use. Corporate
members receive multiple copies of VECTORand are offered group attendance of Association
meetings. Partaking individuals need notbe identified buta contact person should be nominatedforall
communications,
Sustaining membershipis offered to companies trading in APL products; this is seen as a method of
promoting the growth of APLinterest and activity. As well as receiving public acknowledgement for
their sponsorship, sustaining membersreceive bulk copies ofVECTOR,andare offered newslistings
in the editorial section of the journal and opportunities to inform APL users of their products via
seminarsandarticles.

Advertising
Advertisements in VECTORshould be submitted in typeset camera-ready A5 portrait format with a
20 mmblankborder.Illustrations should be black-and-white photographsor line drawings. Rates are
£250 per page. A6 and A7sizes are offered subject to layout constraints.

Deadlinesare:
Advertisement booking: Beginning ofJune, September, December & MarchCamera-ready copy: 1 week later. Distribution: Following monthlater.
Advertisements should be booked with and sent to Steve Lyus, whose address is given
beneath the Index of Advertisers.  
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Are your APLskills and potential being recognised
and rewarded?
Cocking & Drury consultants have been implementing
successful decision support applications for 10
years, with clients who appreciate the productivity
enefits of APL.

In our professional team you will experience a
range of APL environments - APL*Plus, VSAPL, APL2
and Unix, on both mainframes and micros. Youwill
also be developing systems which,increasingly,
needto interface with non-APLInformation Centre
products.
Of course as the leading APL consultancy, in a
rapidly expanding market, we offer a rewarding
career with first class benefits - profit sharing,
free health insurance, and a non contributory
pension.   
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EDITORIAL: APL - USPorRIP.
by David Preedy

Mostreaders ofthis editorial will be APL professionals. You probably came across APL afew yearsago, tried it on an application or two and foundthat you liked whatyou saw. Someofyou may have beensoexcited by the powerthat it gave you, that youfelt obliged to shout☜Eureka☝ andtell your colleagues about the new panacea. Others may, like myself, havestood up in public places and exclaimed:
☜FORTRANis dead; long live APL!☝

Whythen, several years later, are people being awarded grants to develop computer-independent FORTRANsubroutines for graphics, when we were swapping APLgraphicsfunctions from IBM mainframesto 8-bit microsyears ago? Why is APL the only computerlanguage whoseuserscan be (or even wantto be) gathered once a year under one roof? Andwhy are we continually being asked to defend ourchoice of APL by people who haven☂ttaken the time to understand what APLcan do?
Overthe past year, severalarticles in VECTORhavediscussed factors that have held backAPL☂sprogress. [t cannothelp to use an obscure charcterset that is only available on a smallpercentage of relatively expensive equipment. The APL community cannot hope tocompete with the mass of publicity on BASIC that bombards computer beginners. APLwill never be introduced to schoolchildren when no teachers have heardofit. Computerdepartmentsat colleges and universities cannot reasonablyclaim to offer a broad syllabuswhennoneoftheir libraries subscribe to VECTOR.
Howeverthese explanations are merely symptomsof the major problem facing APL. Theunderlying failure of APL is a marketing failure, and its solution has to be a marketingsolution.
Like any other product, APLhasto forceitselfonto the market. We needto establish APL☂sUniqueSelling Proposition -- the key advantagethatdistinguishes APL from the mass ofcomputer software now available. The strength of that USP will determine whether APLcan becomeestablished as a mainstream computer language, or whetherit will fade away asits successful applications are replaced by packages.
Only the APL community can define the USP and only we can initiate the requiredpublicity campaign based on it. A powerful USPwill force the major companiesto offerAPLasstandard on their equipmentat a sensible price. Without it the furure of APLdepends on the few people with the expertise andinterest to develop APLinterpreters fornew systems.  
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Here then are someideas that may spark the debate:
APL is the only tool that allows engineers, mathematicians and scientists to define
complex, new calculationsprecisely and effectively.

= APLis the languagethatlets you overcomethelimits of your software packages.

= APLis the only languagethatI actually enjoy programming in.

m APL is the language for prototyping, for innovation and for developing new
applications.

Other, more experienced APLerswill have different and no doubtbetter ideas. The future
availability ofAPL depends on our successfully pooling those ideasinto a clear statement.
Withoutits USP, APL will surely fade away and die.

VECTOR♥new look
By nowyou willprobably havenoticed the new typeface used in this issue ofVECTOR. We hope
this will make thejournal more legible, and welcome readers comments

Datesfor future issues of VECTORVol.2 Vol. 3 Vol. 3
No.4 No.1 No.2

Copydate 31 Jan 86 18 Apr 86 25 Jul 86
Ad. booking 7 Mar 86 16 May 86 22 Aug 86
Ad. copy 14 Mar 86 23 May 86 29 Aug 86
Distribution April July October
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Quick-Reference Diary
compiled by David Preedy

Date Venue
1986
21 March London

16 May London

1-3 July Wembley

7-11 July Manchester
19September London
17October ♥London
21 November London

Event

British APL Association meeting
APLSystem Design
British APLAssociation meeting
A.G.M. & Relational Database
Knowledge Based Systems☁86
Organized by Online Conferences
APL86-APLin Action
British APL Association meeting
British APL Association meeting
British APL Association meeting



    Enhancing APL.G8000
An intriguing computerfor an

 

atua Bundled with the WS-1
2° are four workspaces: SYSFNS,

exciting language♥the WS-1
and APL.G8000. At last the APL
programmercan have portability
without sacrificing power or
capability. Dodge the queue
waiting for time on the main-
frame and discover the sudden
freedom ofbeing able to try out
programs anytime, anywhere.
The APL.68000 interpreter is

implemented in 86KB of ROM,
running under a multi-user,
multi-tasking operating system
called BIG. DOS. Speedis the
essence of APL programming,
and now the WS-1 makes
developmenteven faster.

 

Come and
see us at APL '86,

APL.68000 on the WS-1 has
attractive enhancements such as
a powerful componentfile
system, QUAD. FMT function
for alpha report formatting,
QUAD. CC function for full-
screen control, and extended
error trapping facilities.

FOR DISTRIBUTORSHIP INFORMATION AND PRODUCT DETAILS PLEASE CONTACT:
om Ppp 4:24! Bids., 75-20 Nishi-Shinjule, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo, Japan. Phone: 03-365-0825.

FEIteiefax: 03-365-0999. Telex: J33101 AMPERE. IP Sharp Mail Box Code AMP (Group Code APLWS).

   

 

APLUTIL, FILEUTIL, and
SYSCOM.Each gives access to»
the WS-1☂s unique capabilities
such as controlof the built-in
speaker phone, microcassette
unit, RTC (real time clock), bit-
mapped graphics LCD screen,
and optional 3.5-inch floppy
disk drives.
Compress these capabilities

into a sleek footprint measuring
less than 13 inches by 11 inches,
and you havethe ultimate
definition of power.

Cimpere
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General Correspondence
The VECTOR working group welcomes correspondence on any topic affecting the APLcommunity. All such letters should be addressed to the Editorand should indicate whetherthey areintended for the general or the technical section. Letters containing APL code will normallyappearin the Technical Section ofVECTOR,andauthors are asked to observe the requirementson the inclusion ofAPL codestated on theinside cover. The Editor reserves the rightto edit anyletter unless the write states thatit is to published in full or notatall.
Classical APL
From Mr. Paul Barnetson 5th December 1985
Sir: In the October copy of VECTOR (which I did not actually receive until earlyDecember), you discuss some famous quotationsrelevantto interpreters. | have never usedany of these myself, butI dolist some ofmy morefavourite quotationsconcerning apples.Asyouwill see, I have taken certain liberties with the spelling ofthe word ☜apple☝, but thequotations are otherwise accurate. It is in this form that I have used them for variouspresentations, and yourreaders are more than welcometo dothe sameif they wish.
☜An APL damned mankind☝ Thomas Otway, The Orphan,ActIII, line 594
☜He didn☂t want the APL for APL☂s sake, he wantedit only becauseit was forbidden☝ MarkTwain, Pudd☂nhead Wilson
☜The APL press☂d with specious cant☝ Thomas Hood, A Reflection
☜A goodly APL,butrotten at the heart☝ Shakespeare, The Merchant of Venice
☜Stay me with flagons, comfort me with APLs,for [am sick oflove☝Holy Bible, The Song ofSolomon
Yourssincerely
Paul Barnetson,
Technical Support,
Academic Systems Marketing,
IBM United Kingdom Ltd.,
PO Box 41, Northern Road,
Portsmouth, Hampshire.
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Editor: Those ofyou with timesharing problems may also sympathise with Mark Twain, clearly
an APLfanatic, who wrote:
☜There's plenty of boys that will come hankering and gruvvelling around when you've got an
APL,andbeg thecore offyou; but when they'vegot one andyou begfor the core and remind them
howyou give them a core one time, they make a mouth atyou and say thank you ☜mostto death,
but there ain☂t-a-going to be no core.☝ Tom Sawyer Abroad

Danish APL Group
From Kim Andreasen 16th September 1985
Sir; Responding to a query from APL Quote Quad, the Danish APL group sent a brief
description of the groupandits activities to that magazine.
Asreaders ofVECTOR mightbeinterested in that information too, I enclose a copy, which
T hope youcanusein your publication.
Yourssincerely,
Kim S Andreasen,
Beta-plan Business Planning Systems ApS,
Stengade 75,
DK-3000 Helsinggr,
Denmark.
Editor: More details of the Danish APL group will appear in the International APL News
section in the next issue ofVECTOR.
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British APL Association News
Membership Rates for 1986/87

The British APL Association committee hasfixed the subscription rates for next year. Inorder to maintain the quality of services, the committee has decided on a smallincrease inthe basic rates.
Therates for 1986/87 will be as follows:

Poundssterling: U.K. Overseas
Student members . 5 n.a.
Private members 10 18
Corporate members 85 140
Libraries 55 85
Sustaining members 360

Theair mail supplementfor overseas private membersoutside Europestaysat £8.
Members are reminded that subscriptions are due for paymentat thestartofthe financialyear (1st May). In future the Association has decided thatit cannotafford the luxury ofmailing out any issues of VECTORto memberswhose subscription has not been received.So make sure you renew your membership with the Treasureras early as possible.

Free membership

The Association has traditionally relied on word-of-mouth from existing members toattract new subscribers. In orderto continuetherecentincrease in membership,ithas beendecided to give a year☂s free membership to any existing member whorecruits three newmembers.
In orderto qualify forthis specialoffer, you must send the Treasurer your own membershiprenewal form together with application forms and payment from three individuals whohave not been membersof the Association. So hurry up andfind yourrecruits before thestart of May! This offer applies to U.K. private membership only. Overseas members whocan generate three new subscribers will be entitled to a reduction of £10 on theirsubscription.
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APL Publications
We regret to announce that APL Publications has ceased to trade. We would like to thank
Les Hollingbery for runningAPL Publications,selling the Association☂s booksoverthelast
few years. He has now handedthestock to Mineof Information Ltd. who will supply all
APL books.
The address for orders by postis:

APL Book Service,
P.O. Box 1000,
St. Albans,
Herts. AL3 6NE, U.K.
(Phone 0727-52801)

Telephoneorders are accepted and you can quote you Access or Visa numberand expiry
date.
TheAssociation hopesthat this service will be well supported byall APL users, so thatit
can becomean established part of the European APL community.

10
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Education Officer☂s Reportby Dick Gray

Are you an educator?
Do you use computersas a teaching aid?
Do you wish you had APLavailable to you?
Now read on......

Most users of APL agree that the language has not yet been accepted in the U.K. toanythinglike the extentofits promise, and this failure to developis often ascribed to thelack of APL systemsin the educational resourcesofthe country,It is our intention to dosomething aboutthis.
Although not much is heard about APL in education,it is in fact used very selectively andeffectively in quite a numberof our universities, colleges and schools, most notably theUniversity of Swansea, Imperial College ♥ London,and the Polytechnic College of NorthStaffs.
We have recently held a meeting of educators, who use APL,to discuss ways and means ofextendingits use in the classroom. Oneparticularly significant attendance wasthe welcomepresence of Mr. Roy Thornton, Director of Computing at Portsmouth Grammar School,wherethe fortunate pupils are being introduced to APLat an early stage.
Several useful suggestions were made at the meeting and as a result the British APLAssociation is hoping to put together a form of☁road-show☂, the various elements ofwhichcould be modified to suit a particular audience.
The idea would beto visit and makea presentation ofAPLto those personsor bodies whoare responsibleforinfluencing the purchaseand use ofcomputersin schools, universities orbusiness colleges. This demonstration wouldillustrate the many advantagesofusing APLas a teaching medium,andthefactthatthe costofdoingso is now nogreater than that ofanyotherteaching language. Thepresentation would be timedto run for about 14 to2 hours.
If any educator wishes to invite the ☁Road-Show☂ to ☁perform☂ to their local computeradvisory bodyorotherinfluential committee,oris interested in any wayin furthering theuse of APLin our educational system, please contact ♥ Dick Grayat:

Dick Gray Associates,
Horseshoe House,
Sproxton,
Melton Mowbray,
Leics. LE14 4QB.
Tel: Grantham (0476) 860483

ll
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APL Computer for Portsmouth Grammar School
by Romilly Cocking

Portsmouth Grammar School werethe deservingrecipients of an APL micro-computerata
brief ceremony on November1Sth 1985.

The computer (a TRS 80 running APL*Plus/80) was awarded by the committee of the
British APL Association. Romilly Cocking handed it over on behalfof the association to
RoyThornton(Director of Computing at the school). Also present were two younger APL,
experts ♥ Andy Tonks(currently a studentat the School) and Mark Taylor (an oldboy).

In a short presentation speech, Cocking emphasised the importance of nurturing
educationalinterest in APL. ☜Ifthe languageis to continueits exponential growth, itis vital
that we do everything possible to ensure a steady stream of graduates and school-leavers
whoare familiar with the language.☝

Portsmouth Grammar School wereselectedas recipients becauseoftheir prior involvement
with APL. We look forward to hearing further newsoftheir achievements.
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NewsFrom Sustaining Members
Compiled by Steve Lyus

☜Sustaining Membership☝ of the British APL Association is available to any companytrading in APL products orservices. It provides a tangible way for such companies toexpress their commitment to APL andto promoteincreased interest and activity in APLandin the Association.
As well as receiving public acknowledgementfor their sponsorship of the Association,Sustaining Members receive bulk copies of VECTOR fordistribution amongst theircustomersandare offered the opportunity to submit news materialfor this section of theJournal. Theyare also able to submit announcementsfor Association meetings(subject tothe approvalof the Activities Officer) and are invited to inform APLusersoftheir productsvia seminarsandarticles.
The Committee ofthe British APL Association wouldlike to acknowledge the generoussupportofthefollowing organisationsthat have become Association Sustaining Members.
APLPeople 17 Barton Suet, Bath, Avon.

Tel. 0225-62601
APLSoftware 14 Rosewood Avenue, Alveston,Technology(UK)Ltd. Bristol, BS12 2PP

Tel. 0454-415737
Cocking & Drury Ltd. 16 Berkeley Street, London, W1X 5AETel. 01-493 6172
Dyadic Systems Ltd. Park House, The HighStreet,

Alton, Hampshire.
Tel. 0420-87024

Inner ProductLtd. Eagle House, 73 Clapham CommonSouth Side
London, SW49DG.
Tel. 01-673 3354

MetaTechnics Unit 216, 62 Tritton Road,
SystemsLtd. London, SE21 8DE

Tel. 01-670 7959
MicroAPLLtd. Unit IF, Nine ElmsIndustrial Estate,

87 Kirtling Street, London, SW8 5BP.
Tel. 01-622 0395

I.P.Sharp Associates 10 Dean Farrar Street, London, SW1.
Tel. 01-222 7033

13
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APL People Limited
As part of our expansion programme, APL People has taken over Walton Technical
Systems Limited, known for their computerised estimating system PEFAC. PEFACis
essentially a multifunctional tool for engineers, which runs on the IBM PC and cnsts
around £4000.It allows an engineer to makefast, consistent estimatesofthe time taken to
manufacture any item, with options for all the usual engineering operations ♥ drilling,
cutting, grinding, milling etc., and for a vast range of differing sizes and types of
engineering tool ♥ in fact manyconsiderit an ☁expert☂ system, having more knowledgebuilt
into it than anysingle industrial engineer. Those who have been with the APL Association
for many years will recall Herbert Walton, author of PEFAC, who was Chairmanof the
user group for two years soon afterit started and whocan take credit for getting the infant
user group organised into a coherentSociety with a well-planned annual programme.

APL Software Technology (UK) Limited
1985 has been an exciting year, with a healthy expansion oftheir consultancyservices
within the Insurance and Bankingfields. Tocaterfor this expansion they are now actively
looking for new London premises and new staff to resource many interesting projects
coming up.
Cocking and Drury are now Dealers for the Powertools/PC product, and work is
progressing well on the nextrelease. This productis generatinga lot ofinterest with many
enquiries about production run time versions, whichare available.
Torus Systems have appointed APL Software Technology as dealers for the Icon and
Tapestry networking systems and they are pleased to have this productas part of their
armoury.
Another exciting developmenthasbeen the joiningofforces with the cream ofthe Swedish
APL community in the forming of a Sales and Marketing organisation in Scandinavia
underthe name Metalogic AB. This opens up a whole new marketplace for them,onethat
has a large APL usage.

Cocking & Drury Ltd
Demandfor Cocking & Drury☂s new in-house course, ☁APL2 IN DEPTH☂, continues to
grow rapidly, and at time of writing (December), bookings are being taken for February
1986. As well as being given to IBM, schedulesalready show demandacross Europe. The
course is primarily for experienced APLers. A complementary course,
INTRODUCTIONTOAPL2☂,is also now available for people gettingtheirfirst insight of
APLthrough APL2. Both courses focus on commercial use of the language and modular
design techniques.

14  
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As STSC☂s U.K. distributor, Cocking & Drury have launched Release 5 of APL*PLUS.PC. New features include a numeric editor, support for IBM☂s Enhanced GraphicsAdapter, fast assembler routines, some APL2 primitives and window support.STATGRAPHICS, the comprehensive statistical and graphical package has beenextremely favourably reviewed in the November issue of PC USER, and the rapidlyincreasing sales reflect its success. A series of half-day technical forums onSTATGRAPHICShas been scheduled in London and Manchester over the next threemonths.
On the mainframe side, SHAREFILE/AP has been commercially launched. It offersSTSC☂s familiar sharefile system under APL2. Thefirst compiler for VS APL code isnearing the endofits beta test period and should be available for in-house purchase shortly.

Dyadic Systems Ltd
Dyadic has announced the appointmentofVBBasthe exclusive distributor of Dyalog APLin Sweden. VBBwill also handle sales and support in Denmark and Norway.Interestedparties should contact Christer Ulfhielm at VBB in Stockholm on 8-782-7000.
Dyadic has recently completed the ☁port☂ of Dyalog APL onto Apollo Domain computers.The new implementation includes an APL font and full window support, and runs on theentire range of Apollo workstations including the 68020-based DN330.
Dyadic has begun work on APLversions of Lynwood☂s new j-Series terminals, and intendsto produce a new breed ofVDUdesignedspecifically for the APL user. The Lynwoodj300-APL VDUwill be based on the ANSI 3.64 standard andwill include an APL SessionManagerand Full-Screen Editor, together with sophisticated graphics capabilities.

MicroAPL Ltd
The past few months have brought a number of developments at MicroAPL. DuringOctober, the company received a substantial venture capital injection from MTI, apartnership formed by Morgan Grenfell, Prudential Assurance and PA ManagementConsultants. In recent monthsit has becomeverydifficult indeed for computer companiesto raise venture capital from organizations with such a pedigree, and the investmenttherefore representsa significant vote of confidence both in the company andin the futureof APL.
The immediate fruit of MTI☂s participation was the purchase during November ofAPL.68000 from The Computer Company (TCC). This meansthat MicroAPLis now theworld-wide owner of APL.68000, and the transaction puts MicroAPL ina strong positionto exploit the new generation ofsmall, 68000-based systems which are now available. Theseinclude the Apple Macintosh and the new Atari ST and Commodore Amiga machines,whichareattracting a greatdeal of interest because of their extraordinary speed, excellent

15
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graphics, and use of modern windowing, icon and pointing techniques. MicroAPLwill
also be promoting APL software on larger 68000-based systems such as the NCR Tower
and the Wicat range. At the same time, MicroAPL has been continuingits tradition of
innovation on the hardwaresideofits business. Its new 32-bit supermicro, based on the
immensely powerful Motorola 68020 true 32-bit processor, will have been launched by the
timethis issue of VECTORappears. The new machine, which slots in above the existing
Spectrum range,is based on a very advancedarchitecture which allows a multi-processor
configuration. The basic system ♥ with a single 68020 processor ♥ offers a performance
improvement of about four times over Spectrum,butthis is only the beginning: extra
processing powercan be added notonly by plugging in extra 68020 cpu cards each with up
to 8 Mbof memory,butalso by adding the new Motorola 68881 floating point processors.
In this way, the system can build up toa configuration powerful enoughto tackle almost any
commercial application of APL ♥ even those which until now hadto stay on mainframes
because of heavy processing demands.

1.P.Sharp Associates
L.P.Sharphas recently introduced an extended Telex link which enables Telex messagesto
be sentor received directly from the APL system. This has been usedto provide the ability
to send Telex messagesdirectly from IPSA☂s MAILBOX.Incoming Telexescan be routed
direct into MAILBOXif the appropriate MAILBOXcodes are included as part of the
Telex message. They are continuing to use SHARP APLon the IBM PC XT/370 as a way
of providing customised solutions often involving downloading of significant sections of
code from their standard application products. The same implementation ofAPL available
on both PC and mainframe has major advantagesfor application development.
Asa partof ].P. Sharp☂s increasing involvementin the banking and financial business area,
Robert Hayim has been appointed as European Manager for Banking and Investment
Sales. Robert was previously Manager of Banking Products. The Stock Exchange is now
using I.P.Sharp as the database provider to their new technical analysis service called
*TRADEPLAN☂. This is a specialised micro that maintains local databases of price
information by auto downloading from IPSA databases as required. It was launched at
☁Computers in the City☂ in Novemberandis attracting great interest among stock and
commodity analysts. I.P.Sharp has added the EXSHAREdatabase whichoffers price and
other information on over 80,000 securities and bonds throughout the world. This
complements its other databases, many of which take information directly from the
markets. For example, a real time price is now available to users of MAGIC from the
Toronto Stock Exchange.

16  



 

 

 
 

SALESEXECUTIVE
APLPRODUCTS

Mercia Software markets a range of APL
products and services which include:-

@ STSC☂s APL*PLUS/PC
e@ Mainframe spreadsheets
e@ Financial Modellingsoftware
@ Statistics and Graphics systems

Weare seeking an individual with a sound knowledge
of APL, who is either currently in the sales and marketing
field, or who wishesto moveinto this area.

The position offers a competitive starting salary, with
excellent prospects in a small company with growth
potential.

This interesting and challenging position offers a
company car and a performancerelated bonus scheme.

Please send your application to Barrie Websterat the
address below, or call us on 021-359 5096,
 

 
 

MERCIA SOFTWARELIMITED
Aston Science Park, Love Lane, Birmingham B7 4B].Telephone: 021-359 5096
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The HIGH PERFORMANCE API for UNIX* systems
 

 

DyalogAPL is FAST
The new version of Dyalog APLis at least twice as

fast as before. The componentfile system
and the performance of many primitive functions

has been substantially enhanced,so that for
some applications even greater improvementwill
be experienced. Our own benchmarks based on

real applications indicate that there is now
no faster APL available for supermicros. 

 

  
DyalogAPL is FUNCTIONAL

Features include nested arrays,full-screen editor,full-
screen data manager, componentfile system, error

trapping, external variables, large dynamic workspace.
DyalogAPL is POWERFUL

Dyalog APL's interface to the UNIX* Operating System
is unrivalled, Not only can you mun any

UNIX*program from within the workspace, but you
can captureits results in an APL variable for subsequent

processing. Furthermore, you can write functions
ina compiled language such as C or Fortran.

DyalogAPL is RELIABLE and WELL ESTABLISHED
Dyalog APL is now implemented on over20 different

UNIX*systems and hasalready beeninstalled in
more than 50 companiesin eight countries.

Forfurther information contact
 

Sales DepartmentDyadic Systems LimitedPark House, The High Street, Alton, HampshireTelephone Alton (0420) 87024 Telex 858811
 

 
    ☜UNIX Is a trademark ofAT 4&7 Bell Laboralories
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British Computer Society News
compiled by Dick Bowman

Theintention of this sectionis to bring someoftheactivities and publicationsofthe BritishComputer Society to the attention of British APL Association members who may nototherwise receive such information.
Further information about the BCS (including membership application)is available fromThe British ComputerSociety; 13 Mansfield Street; London W1M OBP.
Publications:
Software EngineeringJournal♥a new journal, publishedjointly with the IEE,first issue dueearly in 1986, six issues a year at an annual subscription rate of £17 for BCS members(£47for non-members, and £15 for students). ☜The Editors welcome papers☂. Free sample
copies will be available from IEE; PO Box 8; Southgate House; Stevenage; Herts SGI1HQ.
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Inevery indusiry,

there has to be
a leader

Personal APL ♥ Ourversion of APLfor the Sinclair QL brings full-powered
APLatthe lowest possible price.

PC-APL ♥ MicroAPL supplies STSC☂s APL*Plus/PCwith full backup,
support, and ancillary software.

Departmental APL ♥ For the ultimate in performance and power, our
multi-user APL supermicros can handle even the largest applications.
Company-wide APL ♥ With unrivalled experience in networking and

communications, MicroAPL can offer a comprehensive APLfacility linking
PCs, supermicros and mainframes.

Consultancy in APL ♥ MicroAPL☂s commitmentto quality doesn☂t stop at
our hardware products. Our uniquely experienced team of APL consultants
will undertake any APL software project, from one day☂s help with a specific

problem, to major team developments.

LLLL_IM[1(CIRIOL_|L_JATPILJODO
MicroAPLLimited

Unit 1F, Nine ElmsIndustrial Estate, 87 Kirtling Street, London SW8 SBP.Telephone: 01-622 0395
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APL Press Review
by Steve Lyus

Thisis the second reviewofrecentarticles in the Press that mentioned APL,or might be of
interest to the APL community, and coversthe period from September to November1985.
Please write and let us know if youfind it useful and/or interesting. If anyone sees an
interesting article in an unusual publication, the Editor would be pleasedto collate the
copy.
As we all know, APL does notget a very good coverage in the computer press,let alone
publications ofa more generalnature. I wasableto find a mention ofAPL in 11 articles. On
the face ofit this might not soundtoo bad, howeveroverhalf of them only mentionit as on
examplein list (usually long,if it includes APL) of computing languages. Viz:
Brian Glassup in [nfomatics (November) mentionsit as one of the ☁plethora☂in his article
☁Educating expert systems☂.
PC Week(13th November) considersit a morespecific (?) high level developmentlanguage
than, say, Fortran in ☁Rivals for their own say☂.
Boris Allan in Datalink (11th November) uses APL as the example of a ☁functional
programminglanguage☂in ☁Setting outa style for languagesofthe future☂.
Systems International (November) has an article on ☁Micro Languages☂ by Tony
Hetheringtonetal that includesit in a ☁Babel☂. ☁Therest of the article does say a bit more
about Fortran, Cobol and Pascal but then suddenly producesa ☁suitability for application☂
table, with no explanation of how it was derived, of 14 languages by 15 so-called
applications. Needless to say, APLis oneofthe also-rans(it does beat Basic and Cobol by
one point, though). The mostversatile languages, with almost double the numberofpoints
that APL scraped, were Ada and Modula-2 (?). I am afraidit greatly irritated me.
In Datalink☂s Main Feature (2nd September) Russell Jones reviewed an Inbuconsurvey on
fourth generation languages (Cure-alls they☂re not☂) and found that APL had been
mentioned as one of the three most popular in the mini and mainframe market.
Finally, leaving the bestuntillast, in another Main Feature in Datalink (11th November),
Christine Guilfoyle wrote an article entitled ☁No hopefor Esperantists☂. Although APL was
initially described as ☁academic☂, it was then oneoffour described in some detail (RPG, PL/
1, Assembler being the others!). APL actually got 18 column-inches,one third devoted to
the usual comments(☂a scientific and mathematical cult language that gobbles up machine
resourceslike nobody☂s business☂) produced by writers who have never botheredto actually
try out the language. But, to counteract this view, two thirds was devoted to Romilly
Cockingridingto the rescue, putting forwarda far moreconstructive pointofview (we even
got a half page colour picture of him ♥ at night). Well done Romilly!
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A morenatural mention of APL is made in the /BA4 System User in October where SueJelley has an article, ☁Push the powerback to the people☂, describing the developmentoftheservices provided by Information Centres.
The most heart-warming article in this collection of cuttings is that written by J.D.
Matthewsin the September O.R. Newsletter, entitled ☁Keeping Pace with change usingAPL☂. Did you know that knowledge of APL is a prerequisite for the Statistics course atSwansea University?
There are twoarticles, under the heading of New Product News, mentioning APL.Computer Weekly (28th November) announced that MicroAPLhad boughttherightsto thesoftware code for APL68000 and werenotonly planningto introduceit on someofthe newpes but were also going to produce an upgradein the APL2direction. J have no doubt thatthe article in Datalink (11th November?), describing the APL compiler that Cocking andDrury will be distributing, raised a guffaw around the country! I always thoughtthat themain benefit of compiled code was that it ran faster? Jt seems that this new compilerisdifferent ♥ it ☁doubles execution time☂! In the previous Press Review David Preedymentioned the lack of coverage of APL8S5. I believe David Ziemann was responsible forproviding the picture ofAPLusers singing ☁APL Blossom Time☂that appearedin the GIGOcolumn of Datalink (4th November). A few highlights ofthe lyrics were also given. Cananyone send usthe full epic? We would be happy to publish it, we might even run acompetition to expand it.
To end,I would like to draw the readersattention to ☁Living C ♥ Personal☂ written by DickPountain in Byte (November). My eye was drawnto thelast column ♥ ☁Perhaps the mostinteresting application of Living C, though, is the maintenance of existing programs. Cdoes not encourage the writing of readable programs, but now youcan always understandhow someone else☂s otherwise obscure code works by animating it and watching thebouncing ball☂! It seemsthat you can display the source code on the screen and the cursorhops aroundpointing to the statement currently being executed, muchin the fashion ofthose bouncingballs that traced outsonglyrics for sing-alongs. Does any enterprising souloutthere fancy emulating it for APL?
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APL Product Guide
Compiled by Steve Lyus

VECTOR☂sexclusive APL Product Guide aimsto provide readerswith useful information
about sources ofAPL hardware, software and services. We welcome any commentsreaders
mayhave onits usefulness and any suggestionsfor improvements.
We do depend onthe alacrity of suppliers to keep usinformed abouttheir products so that
we can update the Guidefor each issue of VECTOR. Anysuppliers who find they are no
longer included,have notbotheredto reply to my two warnings.If they wouldlike to bere-
instated, would they please contact meto confirm their entries. Any suppliers who are not
included in the Guide should contact meto get their free entry ♥see address below.
Wereservethe right to edit material supplied for reasons ofspace or to ensurea fair market
coverage.
Thelistings are not restricted to UK companiesandinternational suppliers are welcometo
take advantageofthese pages. Where no UKdistributor hasyet been appointed, the vendor
should indicate whether this is imminent or whether approaches for representation by
existing companies are welcomed.
For convenienceto readers, the productlist has been divided into the following groups:

♥ Complete APL Systems (Hardware & Software)
♥ APL Timesharing Services
♥ APLInterpreters
♥ APLVisual Display Units
♥ APL character set printers
- APL-based packages
♥ APL Consultancy
- Otherservices
♥ Vendor addresses

Every effort has been madeto avoiderrorsin these listings but no responsibility can be
taken by the working groupfor mistakes or omissions. The Guide has now been entered on
our Wordprocessor, so there might be somethis time!
Note: ☁poa☂ indicates ☁price on application☂
All contributions to the APL Product Guide should besentto:

Steve Lyus
Group ManagementServices
Imperial Group ple
East Street
Bedminster
Bristol BS99 7JR
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COMPLETE APL SYSTEMS
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

COMPANY PRODUCT PRICES£ DETAILS.
Analogic The APL Machine $60,000+ APS00array processor, 4 Mb data memory, 80 Mbdisk drive.
APLSoftware Ericsson PC 2,000 Authorised Ericssondealersupplying complete APLsystems based
Technology 5,000 on Ericsson PC ♥fully IBM compatible including hardware

add-on boards.
Cocking/Drury MicroAPL SPECTRUM 6,000 Supplied aspart ofa turnkey system.

SAGEII 35,000 See MictoAPLentry.
SAGEIV

Gen.Software Myriade pea Thcomputer + APL & APLoperating system
Inner Product IBMPC 2,000 (BMPCssupplied for turnkeyapplications

76,000
MB. MBTSeries 10 poa UNIX/68010 based multi-user APLsystem

TORCH poa 68000/280 multiprocessor
MetaTechnics - 3,000+ Details on application
MicroAPL. Sinclair QLwith 300+ Fully expandable APLsystem with colour graphics.

QUAPL
SPECTRUM 11,000 Expandable multi-user APL computerusing Motorola 68000.

15,000 Std. configuration 1 Mb RAM,12/36 Mbdisc,12 ports,
STRIDE 440 8,500 Multi-userAPL computer, 1 Mb RAM,12/18 Mbdisc.
 

APL TIMESHARING SERVICES
 

 

 

COMPANY PRODUCT PRICES£ DETAILS
Boeing Mainstream APL poa Enhanced IBM VS APL (CMS)
Mercia APL"PLUS. pea STSC's Mainframe Service- MAILBOXetc.
LP. Sharp SHARPAPL poa {ntematlonal Network application systemsand public databases.
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APL INTERPRETERS
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

COMPANY PRODUCT PRICES£ DETAILS
APLSoftware APL*PLUS/PC 600 See Cocking & Druryentry.
Technology ~695 Release5 nowavailable. Discounts available on multiple copies.
Cocking/Drury APL*PLUS/PC 695 STSC'sfull-feature APLfor IBMPC,PC/AT, Compaq,Olivetti,

ReleaseS Wang,Apricot, Ericsson ete
Release 4 update 150 Extension upgradefrom release 4
Release 3 update 110 Extension upgradefrom release 3
Run-time poa Closed version ofAPL*PLUS PC which prevents user exposure

fo APL.
APL"PLUSUNX poa ☁STSC☂'s 2nd generation APLfor IBM PC/AT, DEC, AT&T

andother Unix computers.
Dyadic Dyalog APL . 1,000 2nd gen.portable APLfor UNIX systems, e.g. IBM PC AT, SUN,

~8,000 MC68000, HP9000, NCR,VAX, Gould, Amdahl,
Gen. Software APL"MYRIADE poa RunsonTexasInstrumentsT1990 range.
(IBMUKProduct Sales IBMPCAPL poa Event-handling & APs forfull-screan I/O disks,diskettes,

asynch. comms.
Inner Product VIZ:APL 250 8-bit Zilog Z-80 CP/M

-360
APL'PLUS/PC 600 See under Cocking & Drury

M.BT. Dyalog APL poa See Dyadic SystemsentryMBTAPL poa Enhanced Dyalog APLfor MBThardware,
VIZ:APL, poa Customized for TORCH hardware

Mercia APL'plus/PC 695 SeeunderCocking & Drury
Release 5.0
upgrade to5.0 150
APL*PLUS/UNX poa Interpreterfor UNIX systems: WICAT, CADMUS, CALLAN,

FORTUNE 32:16, HP, 9000/500, OLIVETTI3B2
MetaTechnics APL*PLUS 695 Discounton quantity.

Release 4
MicroAPL. APL.68000 1,000+ Fullimplementation with componentfiles, error tappingetc. for

SPECTRUM,SAGE&otherMC68000-based computers.
QUAPL(keyword) a7 Full keyword APLfor QLwith manyextra features.
QL/APL{APLchars) 113 VSAPLcompatible APLfor QLwith manyextra features.

Portable PortAPL $195 IBMPCSoftware
$275 Mackintosh

$2,995 DEC VAX
 LP. Sharp Sharp APLPCX 2,575 For IBM XT/AT

1,000+ ForlIBM mainframes
SharpAPLPC 325 ForIBMPC or PC/XT
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APL VISUAL DISPLAY UNITS
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

COMPANY PRODUCT PRICES £ DETAILS
Famell Tandberg TOV 2221 995 Ergonomic design APL. terminal, 50-19200 baud,15☝ anti-reflex

screen,low profile keyboard
Tandberg TOV 2271 4,195 Combined APL/ANSIergonomic terminal as above.

Gen. Software Mellordata 400 Second-hand
Elite 30454

M.B.T. various ContactMMBT for details
MicroAPL Insight VDT-1 795 Inexpensive APL VDU.

Insight GDT-1 1,450 With monochromegraphics
Tektronix 4105 4,150 High resolution colour graphics supporting APL character seton

MicroAPLhardware.
Shandell AVT-APL+ 1,200+  ANSI3.64;DEC compatible-full overstrike chars; 4/8 pages;

GVT-APL+ 2/3. comms, ports; 80/132cols; windowing;12" screen;46 PF keys;
Tek4013 graphics compatible.

HDS200 1,200+ Asabove plus 15☝ screen;viewports;smooth scroll; NVM storage;
55 PFkeys; Tek 4014, VT640/D0640&Visual 500 graphics
compatible.

Textronix 41148 13,500+ 19☝D.V.S.T.:Graphics:3120x 4096displayable;Intelligent: up to
800K memory; APLkeyboard (option 4E}

4125 21,550+ 19☂2D colour graphics; Workstation (1280x 1024};Intelligent: up to
800K memory; APL keyboard (mod AP}

4428 26,822+ As4125plus30 wireframe

APL PRINTERS
COMPANY PRODUCT PRICES£ DETAILS
Datatrade ODatasouth DS180+ 1,295 180 cps matrix printer with 4K buffer, 9x 7 dot matrix and APLoption.

Dalasouth DS220 1,695 Letter quality; graphics capability, APLoption (both availablewith
IBM Twinex or Coax interface).

Inner Product Epson FX80 500 Softchar. set, 160.cps, 80. column
Anadex 9620 1,150 200¢ps., 132 col., tractorfeed
Siemens PT88 620 180 cps., 80-col., silent
TGCStarwriter 1,180 40cps,,letter quality

M.BT. Facit4565 poa 40cpsletier-quality
Facit 4510/1142 poa Matrix printers

MetaTechnics Quen-data 296 Low-cost APL Daisy-wheelprinter
MicroAPL. OatasouthDS180+ 1,295 See Datatrade entry

Philips GP300 1,798 Matrix printer with letter & draft quality and APL.
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COMPANY PRODUCT PRICES DETAILS
APLO385 FSM 385 PC: 50 Screendavelopment

DRAW 385 Screen design
DB 385 Malnirame: 125 Relatfonal W.S,
GEN385 Utilities

APLSoftware POWERTOOLS/PC 295 Assemblerwritten replacementfunction forcommonly used
Technology CPU-consuming APLfunctions. Includes extendedfull-screen

Forms Processor.
Boeing TABAPL poa Hierarchical Planning System
Cocking/Orury Mainframe

STSC's SHAREFILE poa Componenttiles, quad-functions & nested arrays for BM VSAPL.
under VMICMS & MVS/TSO

SHAREFILE AP 5,000 STSC'ssharefile forAPL2
EMMA poa STSC's database package.
CALLAP 3,000 Non-APLprogram axecution fram VS-APLorAPL2 under VM/CMS:

&MYS/TSO
AFM 10,000 High-performanceshared files for VS-APL,
FORMAT 2,250 Enhancedreport formatting.
WSAIDS 795 Workspacedoc.& developmentaids,
Microcomputer
STATGRAPHICS PC 995 Statistics & Graphicsfor IBM PC,AT,etc.
APL°PLUS PCTools

VOL1 325 Incl. 327x IRMA support, RAM disk, full screen data entry,
menuinput, reportgeneration, games.

VOL2 125 Incl.file documentor, screen editor, exception handler.
APL*PLUS PCFin& 350 Financlal & statistical routines
Stat. Library
APLDIF 145 interface between APL*PLUS PCandDIFfile supporting

Spreadsheets,
MetaScreen 245 See MetaTechnles entry.
MetaPack 95 See MetaTechnics entry.
POWERTOOLS 295 See APLSoftware Technologyentry.

E&s. PROTOPAK Packagesfor prototyping managementinformation systems♥
consisting of: PC & mainframe
RMS Modules Relationatdatabases,
AMS 250+ Multidimensional arrays
RAMS: Combined RMS & AMS.
BMS Dynamic financial modelling & forecasting
FMS. Full-screen handlerforAPL"PLUS/PC.{AP 124-based)
CMS Communications package.
sos poa Scheduled ordering and stock control.

Gen. Software PROPS 600+ Spreadsheetsystem for Product and/orProject Planning,
H.W. (NPUT poa Matrix manipulation packagefordata entry & report generation

PRINTPAK poa Blockprinting for VWCMS-
VIEWPAK poa AP124 Protocolemulatorfor IBM/PC

Holtech CASH 3,500 Accounting package & hotel managementsystem on MicroAPL
10,000 SPECTRUM & SAGE CPUs.

Inner Product Viewcom 150 Control Viewdata from APL
APL/GBASEIt 150 Interface APLwith dBaseIl
APL/GBASE!INIt 150 interface APLwith dBASE (Il
APLILOTUS 150 interface APLwith Lotus
APLWORDSTAR 150 interface APLwith Wordstar
APUMULTIPLAN 150 Interface APLwith spreadsheet
CEMAS: 3,500 EEC monetary and agrimonetary analysis.
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MBIT. RHOMBUS poa

_

Integrated Office System
HASLEMERE poa Hotel Accounting System

Mercia STATGRAPHICS 995 Integrated stat. graphicsystem for PCs.
APL'PLUStools

VOLt 295 1BMPCUtilities: IRMA3270 comms,fullscreen, RAM Diskreport
generator

VOL2 95, Fife documentation, screenediting, Exception handling
FINANCIAL AND 278 Financial and Statistical analysis
STATISTICALLIB.
INFOCENTRE 2,000 Full-screen entry, display & multi-dimensanal analysis.Interfaces to

20,000 other!.C. products. Runs under VM VSAPLon IM mainframes.
EXECUCALC 4,000 Mainframe Spreadsheetwith VisiCale and Lotus 1-2-3 functionality

fequires VSAPLunderTSO orVM.
EXECUPLOT 3,200 Mainframe Graphics display system with VisiPlot functionality

requiresVSAPLunderTSO or VM and GDDN.
MetaTechnics MetaScreen 245 Full-screen handlerfor APL☁PLUS/PC,basedon VSAPLAP1 24

MetaPack 495 Comprehensiveutilities package for APL"PLUS/PC.IncludesMetaScreen, MetaWS,Browse,Toolbox, Numeric Editor
ADAPTADLS poa Production & purchasing scheduling forprocess manufacturing.
ADAPTAMSP. poa Job-shop loading & scheduling formulti-stage production.

MicroAPL MicroTASK. 250 Product developmentaids
MicroFILE 250 File utilities and database
MictoPLOT 250 Graphics for HP plotters etc
MicroLINK. 250 General device communications
MicroEOIT 250 Full screenAPLeditor
MicroOFORM 250 Fullscreen forms design
MicsoSPAN 250 Comprehensive APLtutor
MicroGRID poa Ethemet& other networking
APLCALG 400 APLspreadsheetsystem
MicroPLOT/PC. 250 For APL*PLUS/PCproduct
MicroSPAN/PC 250 ForAPL*PLUSVPCproduct

Parallax ExecuCale $5,000 Mainframe-based electronic spreadsheetforVMICMS& MVS/TSO
with links to micro products.

ExecuPlot $5,000 Mainframe-based colour graphicswith microlinks.
LP. Sharp ACT poa Actuarialsystem

APS poa. Financial Modelling
BOXJENKINS. poa Forecasting technique
CONSOL poa Financial Consolidation
COURSE poa APLInstruction
EASY poa Econometric Modelling
FASTNET poa Project Management
GLOBALLIMITS poa Exposure managementfor banks
MABRA poa Record maintenance/reporting
MAGIC poa Timeseries analysis/reporting
MAGICGSTORE poa N-dimensional database system
MAILBOX poa Electronic Mall
MICROCOM poa Mainframeto microlink
SAGA poa. General graphics, most devices
SIFT poa Forecasting system
SNAP poa Projectmanagement
SUPERPLOT poa Business graphics
VIEWPOINT poa 4GL♥Info centre product
XTABS poa SurveyAnalysis:
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COMPANY PRODUCT PRICESE DETAILS
APL Peopie Consultancy poa Alllevels, most APL systems
APLSoftware Consultancy poa Technical & business systems, micros, networking &
Technology communications aspeciality.
Boeing Consultancy poa
Camacho Consultancy poa Specialising in programming & manualwriting.
Cocking/Drury Consultancy 120-150, Juniorconsultant

140-200 Consultant
185-300 Seniorconsuitant
275-400 Managing consultant

Courses 375° 3day Fundamentals
330 Sday Advanced
595 5 day System Design
poa introduction to APL2
poa APL2 indepth

Delphi Consultancy poa Specialisingin managementreporting systems and APLon
microcomputers.

Dyadic Consultancy poa APLsystem design,consultancy, programming& trainingfor
Dyalog APL, VSAPL, APL"PLUS,IPSAAPLetc.

Eas Consultancy 150 System prototyping: all types ofinformation system.
-250

Gen. Software Consultancy 100+
HM. Consultancy 100-250, System design consultancy, programming,
Inner Product Consultancy & Training 200 On-site micro-malnframe APL, PC/DOS & Assembler
M.8.T. Consultancy & Courses poa
Mercia Consultancy & Training poa APL'PLUS & VSAPLconsultancy. Onsite & Offsite APL courses.
MetaTechnics Consultancy poa ManagementInformation & Production. Management Systems &

Process Control.
MetaSys poa Prototyping APL-Hybrid Custom Programming Service,

MicroAPL. Consultancy poa Technical & applicationsconsultancy.
Parallax Consultancy & $760 Introductory APL, APLfor End-user & Advanced Topics in APL.

Training poa
QBOn-Line Consultancy 200 Specialising in Banking, Financial & Planning Systems.
I.P.Sharp Consultancy poa Consultancy & support service world-wide.
 

OTHER PRODUCTS
 

 

 

COMPANY PRODUCT PRICES£ DETAILS
APLPeopie EmploymentAgency poa Permanent employeesplaced atall levels, Contactors supplied for

shortlong-term projects, supervised,
Mineofinformation APL Book Service Seebooklist
LP. Sharp Productivity Tools poa Utilities for systems, operations, administration & analysts;

auxiliary processors, commssoftware,international network.
Databases poa Financia, aviation, energy and socioeconomic.
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VENDOR ADDRESSES
 

COMPANY CONTACT ADDRESS & TELEPHONE No,
Analogic Corporation Denise Favorat 8 Centennial Drive, CentennialIndustrial Park, Peabody, Mass. U.S.A, 01961617-246-0300
APL385 Adrian Smith Brook House,Gilling East, York. 2 04393-385
APLPeople Valerie Lusmore 17 Barton Street, Bath, Avon. 0225-62601
APL. Software Technology John Hagger 14 Rosewood Avenue,(UK) Ltd. Alveston,Bristol BS12 2PP,  0454-415737

or Per Hultin 46VicarageHill South Benfleet,Essex SS7 1PB. & 03745-50501
Boeing Computer Anne Harding 19 Fitzroy Street, Services (Europe) Ltd., London W1P SAB, =01-631 0808
Anthony Camacho. 2Blenheim Road,St. Albans, Herts AL1 4NR. @ St. Albans 60130
Cocking & Drury Ltd. Romilly Cocking 16 BerkeleyStreet, London W1X SAE. & 01-4936172Brian Drury 155 Friar Street Reading RG1 1HE.#'0734-588835
DatatradeLtd. Tony Checksfield 38 Billing Road, Northampton, NN1 5DQ. =0604-22289
Delphi Consultation Ltd. David Crossley Church Green House,Stanford-in-the-Vale, Oxon SN7 8LQ. 03677-3864
Dyadic SystemsLtd. Peter Donnelly Park House,The HighStreet, Alton, Hampshire. @0420-87024
E&S Associates Frank Evans. 19 Homesdale Road, Orpington, Kent BRS 1US, 28 0689-24741
FarellInternational R, Fairbairn Jubilee House, Sandbeck Way, Wetherby, W. Yorks. @ 0937-61961Instruments Ltd. or RogerAttard Davenport House, Bowers Way, Harpenden,Herts. 俉05827-69071
General Software Ltd. ME.Martin 22 Russell Road, Northolt, Middx. UBS 40S. @ 01-864 9597
H.M.W, Programming Ken Jackson 142Feltham Hill Rd, Ashford, Middx. TW15 1HN, 2 07842-41232Consultants Lid.
HoltechLtd. Jan Bateman ☁O' Block 4th Floor, Metropolitan Wharf, Wapping Wall, London £1 95S.☁01-481 3207
IBM UKLtd Chris Sell POBox32, AlenconLink, Basingstoke, Hants, RG21 1EJ. 0256-56144
Inner Product Ltd. Dominic Murphy Eagle House, 73 Clapham CommonSouthside, London SW49DG.01-673 3354
Mercia SoftwareLtd. Gareth Brentnall Aston Science Park, Love Lane,Birmingham B7 4B,@ 021-359 5096Barrie Webster
MetaTechnics SystemsLtd Steve Margolis Unit216, 62 Tritton Road, London, SE21 8DE. @01-670 7959
MicroAPLLid. Richard Nabavi Unit tF.Nine ElmsIndustrial Estate, 87 Kirtling Street, London SW8 SBP.PaulThornton 01-6220395.
Mine ofInformation Richard Ross-Langley PO Box1000, St. Albans, HertsALS 6NE.@ 0727 52801
Modern Business Michael Branson P.O, Box 87,Guildford, SurreyGU4 8BBTechnology Ltd. (MBT) 04868-23956
Parallax Systems inc. Kevin Weaver 60WestSth Street, NewYork, NewYork 10011,U,S,A. 2 212-475-4001
Portable Software Richard Smith 60 AberdeenAve, Cambridge, Mass. U.S.A. 02198, % 617-547-2918
QB On-Line Systems Philip Bulmer 5 Surrey House,Portsmouth Rd Camberley, Surrey, GU15 1LB, 0276-20789
Shandell Systems Ltd. Maurice Shanahan 12High Street, Chalfont St, Giles, Bucks HP8 4QA. 02407-2027
LP, Sharp Associates Ltd. David Weatherby 10 DeanFarrarStreet, London SW1. 01-222 7033
Tektronix UK Ltd. Paul Morgan Fourth Avenue, Globe Park, Marlow, Bucks SL7 1D.@ 06284-6000
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APL BOOKLIST
List of books stocked and on sale

 

    
   

    

   

 

  

  

  

 

Title Price aback
AnInteractive Approach,Gilman & Rose ..............0 0.0. e cece ee 24.35 2.65APL: An Introduction, H. Peele ......... 15.00 2.25Introducing APLto teachers, K. Iverson 3.00 40Introduction to APL for Scientists & Engineers .......... 3.00 40An APL Notebook, Barrie Wetherill ........... 1.90 50A Source Bookin APL, A. Falkoff & K. Iverson ee 8.75 1.80APL:Design Handbook for Commercial Systems, Smith. . : .. 13.10 1.50APL and Insight, P. Berry and G. Bartoli 2.00.00 00 00. e cece eee 4.50 55APLin Practice,STSCccccee eee 40.00 2.50APL The Languageandits Usage, R. Polivka & Skin 36.00 2.70APL Quote-quad the Early Years 31.50 2.70
APL Business Technology ☁83 Proceedings ......... 11.20 2.70
APL SV Reference Card ......0...0.....04. 50 0.50Designing APL SystemsToronto Procs 82 Vol2 ee 8.50 1.80FinnAPLIdiom Library : : --. 11.20 1.30Sharp APL Reference Book ..... 0.6... cece ence eee 1.50 50
Sharp APL Reference Manual, P. Bey Dente eee e eens 10.50 2.70
Yale University Idiom list»... ... : : ☁ -.. 2,00 50
APLin Exposition, K. verson 6...ccceee 3.00 50
Algebra, K. Wersonceceeee 12.00 2.30
Solutions to Algebra, J. Iverson 3.95 50
Etementary Analysis, K. Iverson. 13.50 1.50
Resistive Circuit Theory, R. Spence 20.00 2.80
Star Map, P. Berry & J. Thorstetsen 6.00 50
Reliable Sottware Through Composite Design, Myers 15.00 1.30
APLLape!Pin with gripping backplate : . ++. 2,00 0.50
Whizzbangs VolumeII, R. Sykes 6...ee -- 10.00 1.80
Whizzbangs VolumeI, R. Sykes 2.0.0.2... eee -. 10.00 40
Information Centres Toronto Procs 84 .......... 8.00 1.80
Application Systems in APL, Gibson Levine Metger 30.00 2.70

Please order direct from Mine of information:
APL BookService, P O Box 1000, St. Albans, AL3 6NE, U.K. @ 0727-52801

This list replacesall previouslists
Prices are in poundssterling and are as at 1st January 1986

Terms: Access & Visa accepted; sterling cheque with order; invoices payable on receipt of books.
Outside UK add an extra amountper book
£1 to Europe £2.50Africa & Middle East

£5 elsewhere (all sent airmail).
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STATGRAPHICS,the interactive PC-based system
for Statistical and graphical data analysis.
Written in APL,it supports all major PC hardware
andinterfaces to ASCIl files, DIF晳files and
spreadsheetsoftware.
STATGRAPHICSoffers over 3.40 Statistical andraphics routines for analysing commercial,inancial, technical and scientific data.
To obtain a more detailed insight intoSTATGRAPHICS, why not attend a half-day
introductory forum at one ofthe following venues:
25th March LONDON 15th May EDINBURGH

19th May LONDON
17th April MANCHESTER 5th June BIRMINGHAM
30th April LONDON 19th June LONDON
The costis £40 perattendee. To reserve your place now,
contact Liz Swann at Cocking & Drury on 01-493 6172.
Trademorks/Owners: Statgraphies/Stotistical Graphics Corporation + Dif/Software Arts,Inc.

== COCKING& DRURYLTD
THE APL PROFESSIONALS

 

 

 

 

 
16 BERKELEY STREET LONDON WIX SAE
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Book Reviews
by David Preedy
 

Diagnosing the System for organisationsby Stafford Beer, John Wiley & Sons, ISBN 0 471 90675 1
Diagnosing the Systemis thelatest in a series of books in which Professor Beer sets out toexplain the theories of the managerial cybernetics of organization, i.e. what are thefundamental requirements of an organization☂sstructure in orderfor it to be viable. Thecompanion booksin the series ♥ Brain of the Firm and The Heart ofEnterprise ♥ are bothlarge volumes which develop the subject in principally theoretical terms, explaining therationale behind the modelfor a viable system and thebasisfor the the various cyberneticlaws underlying it. However the drawback with this type oftheoretical approachis thatitdoesnot provide the reader with the right sort of understanding to go away andstart usingthe approach. This book attempts to redress the balance by showing how to design asuitable organizational structure and howto diagnosea faulty one.
Thefirst impression ofthe book ♥atleast to a readerofits precursors♥ isits size, amere 150pages compared to the several hundred in Professor Beer☂s other works. The secondimpressionis of a highly visual presentation of the subject material. The previous bookspresentthe viable system modelin diagrammatic form,but Diagnosing the System takes thegraphicsa stage furtherbyliberal use of red ink and expressive hand-drawn diagrams. Thebook looks as though the author has personally taken your copy and added chosencomments as an afterthought.
Thestyle of the contentis equally distinctive with continual emphasis on the practical. Bypage 6, underthe bold red heading

☜NOW DO THIS☝
the readeris instructedto look at his personal position as a viable system, and on page 16 thetoneoftherestof the bookis set with a similar instruction to choose and define a specificsystem that the reader is to model throughouttherest of the book. As each stage of thetheory unfoldsrevealed,so the exercises require the readertorelateit to his chosen system.
This strong emphasis on the practical is reinforced by a punchy, almost abruptpresentation. Thestyle is morelike a lecturer☂s notes than an academictreatise and showsevidence of its origins in the material for a post-graduate course in the cybernetics oforganizations. Few paragraphsare longerthan5 or6 lines; sections and subsectionsare notnumbered, but are distinguished by colour, indentation, etc.; diagrams abound; and thejargon is kept to a minimum andis summarised, along with the major conclusions,at theendofeach chapter.
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This practical style enables the book to be muchshorter than a corresponding purely
theoretical work, but puts obligations on the reader, since the principal message comes
from the application of the conceptsto the reader☂s own chosen system.In this sense the
reader can outtake out of the book as muchasheis willing to contribute.

Thetarget audiencefor this book are those readers whofacea real organizational problem,
either as managers ortheir consultants, and whouse the book as a handbook to diagnose
and redesign their own systems. This will include people who have already read up the
subject of the cybernetics of organizations (perhapsin the previous booksin this series) as
well as those who are new to it. However the book should also provide a valuable
introduction for newcomersto the subject whosepresent interest is more conceptual than
practical, but whofind the practical style of this book easier than the more conventional
approach ofits predecessors.
References.
Brain ofthe Firm, S. Beer (1972), Allen Lane, Penguin, Harmondsworth.
The Heart ofEnterprise, S. Beer (1979), Wiley, Chichester.

 

TheVisual Display of Quantitative Information
by Edward R Tufte

Graphics Press, Box 430, Cheshire, Connecticut.
This book is not a recentissue(it first appeared in 1983), but is well worth a belated review
because its valuable contribution to an increasingly important area deserves a wider
readership than it seems to have achieved.It is one of the few books that provide the
developmentofa theoretical approach to a subject in a bookthatis visually attractive and a
pleasure to read.
Thesubject area is the effective presentation of data in a visual form, Whilst this is not
specifically concerned with computer graphics, Tufte emphasises its importance is
increased by the potential of computers to generate mediocre graphics.

☜At least a few computer graphics only evoke the response ☁Isn☂t it remarkable
that the computer can be programmedto draw like that?☂ instead of ☁My, what
interesting data.☝
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The book comprises two main sections, entitled Graphical Practice and Theory of DataGraphics. Thefirst section starts with a chapter on Graphical Excellence, which containssomeofthe best examples of graphical displays of data from thelast 200 years. (1986 is infact the bicentenary of the publication of the first known time-series). My personalfavourites illustrate the Paris-Lyon train schedules of 1880 and Napoleon☂s Russiancampaign of 1812-13. It is a well-worncliche that ☜A picture is worth a thousand words☝;Tufte shows how a graph is worth 700 words by comparing one with a newspaperreportexposing how USrepresentatives exploit their privilege offree Postagein the run-up toelections.
The next chapter (on Graphical Integrity) introduces the Lie-factor,i.e. the ratio ofthe sizeof an effect as shown by

a

graphtoits size in the data, again illustrated by publishedexamples mostly from an assortmentofthe world☂s best-known newspapers. Tufte makesthe pointthat onelie in a newspaperis a lie repeated hundredsof thousandsoftimes ♥ amessagethat should betakento heart by those designing chartlayoutsfor use on computersystems. Healso points out that the occurrence of even the well-known abusesofdata iscontinuingto increase.
Thefirst halfofthe book provides

a

veryclear and enjoyable coverageofmaterialthat is, onthe whole,available from other well-known books. It is when Tuftestarts to develop histheory of graphic design that new ideas are expressed. There are many publications thatoffer rules for good graphical design, including some from computer graphics equipmentsuppliers and mostofthe advicethat they give is good. However their recommendationsaresimply rules, and don☂t allow much scope for imagination; properly applied they willprevent the worst excesses of bad design, but they tendto suppressthe innovation neededto produce excellent graphics. This book differs in that it establishes a clear theoryexplaining why some charts are misleading and someare particularly effective.
The central themes ofthis theory are the maximisation of the ☜data-ink ratio☝, i.e, theproportion of ink devoted to the non-redundant display of data information, and theelimination of chartjunk. Thereaderis rapidly led to question the need for boxes, grids,axes and tick-marksand to keep a watchfuleyefor the three main formsof.chartjunk. Theseare described as unintentional optical art, grids and ☜ducks☝. Anyuser of the standardcompuier graphics packages and devices will have encountered the range of ☜highland-tartan☝ patterns which can automatically shade an otherwise conventional bar-chart andserve principally to distract from the messageofthe data. Fewerwill have detected thelessimmediate impactof grids which, unless used with caution, can dominatethe informationcontentof a chart. The ☜duck☝is the example wherethe construction ofthe decoration ofachart has taken precedenceoverthe presentation ofthe information:☜The symptoms of the We-Used-A-Computer-To-Build-A-Duck Syndromeappearin a display from a professionaljournal: the thin substance; the clotted,crinkly lettering all in upper-case sans serif; the pointlessly ordered cross-hatching;thelabels written in computer abbreviation; the optical vibration.☝
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Thefinal three chapters concentrate on how to usethe theory to create excellent graphics ♥
the benefits and risks of multifunctioning graphical elements; the advantages of high
information graphics using data density and multiple small charts; and the incorporation
and aesthetics and good technique.
This book should be compulsory reading for anybodyactively involved in the design of
quantitative graphics, particularly for computer systems which will be released to
untrained users. My major complaint concernsavailability as the book used to require a
direct order to the publishers and was hindered bythe presenceofat least two Graphics
Presses in the U.S.A. HoweverI understandthatit can be obtained within the U.K. from
Graphics Press UK, PO Box 8, Godalming, Surrey.

 

Graphics & Imagein Office Systems
by S.J.Newton

N.C.C. Publications. ISBN 0 85012 425 5

This bookis one of the N.C.C.series surveying various computer-related topics.Its stated
aim is to ☜highlight developments in the hardware and software of business graphics,
explore the use of graphics systems and considerthe relevanceof standards.☝ However the
book goes further by including sections on image processing as well as more conventional
graphics.
A listof the chapter headings should indicate the extent of the coverage of the book. They
are:
Introduction (10 pages)
Business Graphics Hardware and Software (24 pages)
Choosing and Using Charts (20 pages)
Business Graphics Systems ♥ Types and Examples (26 pages)
Business Graphics Case Studies (12 pages)
Justifying Business Graphics (8 pages)
Graphics Standards (10 pages)
Image Systems ♥Types and Examples (26 pages)
Developments in Graphics and Image (4 pages)
This is a very ambitiouslist of contentsfor a fairly short book, and myinitial fear was that
the task of compressing the material into so short a space would reduce the book to an
unacceptable degree of generality.
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The hardware section starts by identifying three basic issues ~ the method of generation(vector or raster), resolution, and the choice of colour or monochrome. Newton thencategorises current graphics devices under the headings of displays, input devices andoutput devices. I detected some confusion between devices for graphics input and forcontrolof graphics systems. For instancea light pen can be regarded as a graphics devicewhenused for drawing images, butfor selecting from

a

series of optionsit is irrelevantwhether the system under control is a business graphics system or not. Consequently Ifound much ofthe discussion about the relative merits of keyboards and voice inputirrelevant to the subject of business graphics.
Havingjust finished re-reading Tufte☂s VisualDisplay ofQuantitative Information (reviewed.above), I was inevitably going to be disappointed by Newton☂s section on choosing andusing charts. Newton☂s is a much morestraightforward approach describingthedifferenttypesofchart in commonusageand giving someofthebasicrules for good chartdesign.Iremain unconvincedthata ☁word charv☂is really a business graphics application, and wouldstrongly disagree with almost any advocateofthe pie-chart. The rules for good graphicswere perfectly reasonable ♥ Determine your message, Choose the appropriate chart form,Keepit simple, . . .♥ buttheir impact would have been muchbetterifthefirst charts in thebook (from another NCC publication) had actually obeyed them.
Thesubsequentchapters continuein like vein. They providea fairly simple coverageofthesubject in a reasonably conventional approach withoutprovidinganystartling revelations.Mostreaderswill find some new material in the book, butit won☂t changetheir thinkingovernight.
The bookfails for me becauseit tries to cover far too wide a subject area and has no clearaudience. It attempts to combine a state-of-the-art review of current hardware withrecommendations on chart design, a justication of the use of graphics and a review ofstandards ♥ each of which could merit a bookofits own. The explanation of how to createa pie-chart:

☜the data is computedasa percentageoftotal and each data value (pércent)
is converted to its appropriate segmentofa full 360 degree circle☝

does seem somewhat unnecessary whenthe facing page showstheresult. On the other handthe organisation structure of the International Standards Organisation and thelevels ofadoptionofsix differentstandardsarelikely to interest only the specialists in the area.
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Welcome To The APL86 Conference
Onbehalfof the Organising Committee andthe British APL Association, I am both proudand happyto invite you to participate in APL86 ♥ APL In Action. This, the latest in theseries of International APL Conferences, will be held at the University of ManchesterInstitute of Science and Technology (UMIST) from 7-11 July 1986, organised by theBritish APL Association in co-operation with the British Computer Society and theAssociation for Computing Machinery,
The conferencewill be of high quality; responseto ourinitialcall for papers was over 150contributions and our majorregretis that we can include only a limited numberofthese inour timetable.In addition to these contributed papers we have much morelined up in thewayof invited speakers, panel discussions, formal debates and Birds ofa Feather sessions;last, but by no meansleast, there will be the usual major APL Exhibition.
Manchesteritselfis situated in the North West of England, with excellenttravelfacilities,and maybe considered amongits otherattributesto be the birthplace ofBritish computing.Awayfrom the conference context you will find that Manchester provides an excellent basefor visiting some of the mostscenic parts of Britain, among them the Lake District, NorthWales, the Peak District and the Potteries. Further afield, but within easy reach, are York,Londonandthe Scottish border.
The UMISTconferencefacilities are virtually ideal for a conference like APL86, withmajor lecture theatres equipped with excellent audio-visual aids grouped around a centralexhibition area; there is copious spacefor all mannerofthe fringe events which go towardmaking an eventlike this a resounding success. Accommodation maybeeither on-site (atwo minutestroll from the main APL86location), or in one ofManchester☂s excellenthotels(again, only a few minutes☂ walk away).
The Organising Committeeis very excited about the programmeweare putting togetherandwill be doingits bestto ensure that you will havea truly enjoyable stay; we look forwardto seeing you in Manchester.
Dick Bowman ♥ APL86 Chairman

Organising Committee
Chairman Dick Bowman, CentralElectricity Generating BoardProgramme Anthony Camacho, ConsultantPublicity Philip Goacher, British ComputerSociety
Technical Dave Ziemann, Cocking and DruryTreasurer Mel Chapman, North Staffs Polytechnic
Exhibition Christine McCree, Beechams
Administration Cathy Darue, Tesco
Secretariat Josy Roberts, BISL
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APL86 ~ Programmeand Timetable
Scope Of The Programme: Why should you come to APL86? Because you will learn
how to use your current APL better; find out about other APLs that you might use; see how
the best APL usersgo abouttheir work ♥ and whatever your work, you can bring away a
briefcase full of useful functions.
We have a dozen papers on how to write APL better: how best to provide full screen
interaction: what productivity tools are really useful: how to integrate graphics into the
dialogue.
APL can be badly written and getthe reputation of fragility. We have papers on how to
improvethereliability and robustness of your code and your systems. We haveseveral
paperson prototyping and commercial systems, including APL typesetting ♥ come and see
howothers doit.
There are of course the traditional uses of APL in logic, statistics and mathematics: if
Quarternians or Tensor analysis is your field we have papers for you too. The Logic
programmershavea field day. Apart from papers on APL asa logic programming language
wehave ☁Expert Systems☂, ☁Knowledge Based Systems☂ and a halfday tutorial on using the
powerofAPL2in Artificial Intelligence.
Asone ofour authorshas put it♥☁A Language for Thoughts and Dreams☂.
Programme Outline: The conference begins on the morning of Monday7 July and the
formal sessions continueuntil lunch on Friday 11 July. There are three main themes upon
which the programmestreamsare based, namely: APL in Action, APL Environment and
APL Notation. Eachsession in these streams has beengivena title to reflect its particular
emphasis ♥ eg the Monday stream for APLin Actionis entitled ☁Commercial Uses☂.
An ☁Education☂ tutorial day on Sunday 6 July will precede the conference.
In addition to the prearranged programmeofinvited speakers, semi-formal meetings will
be set up during the conferenceto discuss topics ofspecial interest to delegates. Roomswill
be available for such meetings as well as a fully equipped rehearsal room for speakers.
If you have a particular interest in a stream then please complete the boxes marked ☁Special
Interest☂ on the booking form. Likewise, if you wouldlike to book a ☁Birds of a Feather☂
session please enter the topic in the box marked BOFonthe booking form.
Exhibition: Throughout the conference a comprehensive exhibition will be open to
delegates. Exhibitors will be able to demonstrate various hardware and software products
discussed during the conference. Product forumswill be run by someexhibitors, giving
delegates the opportunity to follow itemsof particular interest.
Thefollowing exhibitors have so far reserved space at APL86:

APL People IP Sharp Associates
Cocking and Drury Mercia Software
Dyadic Systems MicroAPL
IBM STSC
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Conference Highlights
APL86 Education Open DayA pre-conferenceeventto focus attention on APL in education
Product Review Sessions
There will be a number of product forums, where APL software and hardwareproducts will be reviewed
A State-of-the-Art Exhibition
Already 26 booths taken
A NumberofInvited Talks and Tutorials, including

Jim Brown Aland APL2Andrew Dickey Linking to Assembler CodeDieter Latterman Graphics
RayPolivka Introduction to APL

Contributed papers on a wide rangeoftopics, including
Extending APL to Logic Programming, M Alfonseca
APL and AI ♥A studyofSearch, Ed Eusebi and Jim BrownIOTA3: TheIntegration of Spreadsheets and APL, John SearleAPLin Quality Business Management, Terry McKeeLAPLAN~A Corporate Planning Model for Laura Ashley, Adam DakinPC Local Area Network ♥ APL Manufacturing ResourcePlanning, H Clark Key and R L Post
Writing Multi-User Applications in APL2, Jim Brown
APL:A Prototyping Language, Bob BerneckyAPLGraphics Representation and Analysis of Space-Based Observation, Jack RuddTypesetting APL Manuscripts, John Howland
Crash Proofing Programs, Otway Pardee
APL2♥A Mathematicians Delight, Norman Thompson
Style and Literacy in APL, Rowland Pesch and Mike BerryAn APL/370 Compiler. Performance and Comparison with an APL Interpreter andFortran, Wai-Mee Ching
Field Results with the APL Compiler, Clark WiedmannJapanese APL Language System on IBM Multistation 5550, M Udo and MAlfonseca
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APL 86 TIMETABLE
[provisionalprovisos]
Sunday 6 July
 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

    

Aspecial eventfor thoseinterested in
APLand Education

Adayof presentations and discussions on
using APLto teach and teaching APL

Details to be announced
Conference Registration

Monday 7 July
9.00♥ 1.00 Conference Registration

10.30 Exhibition Opens
11.30-♥1.00 Opening Plenary Session
1.00♥2.00 Lunch
2.00♥3.00 APL Better APL Commercial
4.00-5.30 Philosophy Uses
6.00♥7.15 Civic Reception

6.00 Exhibition closes
7.30-8.30 Dinner

Tuesday 8 July
8.00--9.00 Breakfast

9.00 - Exhibition opens
9.30-♥171.00 Workshop Discussion Mathematics

& Better APL The APL & Statistics
11.30-1.00 Entrepreneur
1.00-♥2.00 Lunch
2.00♥3.30 Workshop Debate Mathematics
4.00-5.30 cont. to be announced & Statistics
§.45-7.15 Product Forums

7.15 Exhibition closes
7.30-♥8.30 Dinner

8.30- Real Ale Eveningfor connoisseurs of the hop    
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Wednesday 9 July
 Breakfast

Exhibition opens
 APLin

Business
Tutorials
in various
subjects

APLTheory
   Lunch

Tutorial: APL2 and Al
(assuming no knowledgeofeither ♥all you need is standard APL)

Product Forums
Exhibition closes

Dinner
☜Birds of a Feather☝
 Thursday 10 July
 Breakfast

Exhibition opens
 APLfor

Prototyping Enhanced APL's
&

their uses
Discussion
Non-serial
machines
 Lunch
 Debate

tobe announced
Better Tools

in APL LogicProgramming   Product Forums
Exhibition closes

Conference Banquet
 Friday 11 July
 Breakfast

Exhibition opens
 APLis wonderful | Howto printin APL
  Exhibition closes

Closing plenary session
Round-up and awards  Lunch
 Farewell
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8.00♥9.00
9.00
9.30-11.00&11.30♥1.00
1.00~-2.00
2.00♥3.00&4.00♥5.00
5.45-7.15
7.15
7,30♥8.30
8.30♥

8.00♥9.00
9.00
9.30♥-11.00&11.30♥1.00
1.00~♥2.00
2.00♥3.004.00 ♥5.30
§.45.-7.15
7.15
7.30 -♥9.30

8.00 -9.00
9.00
9.30♥11.00
11.30
11.30-1.00

1.00
2.00



 

We can
more people to

more conferences
than any

other airline.
 

 
British Airwaysis theofficial airlinefor this conference. Weare the world☂s largest international airline andin

the best position to offer you the most comprehensive rangeofservices from Concorde through to Economy
travel. For furtherdetails, contact yourlocal British Airwaysoffice or appointed Travel Agent.

BRITISH AIRWAYS
The world☂s favourite airline. y  
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How To Get To APL86
Manchesterlies at the heart of the United Kingdom. From it radiates a vast networkofairand surface routes, both nationaland international.
By Air: Manchester☂sinternationalairportis the principalairport in the UK outside Lon-don. Internationalflights are available to manyparts of the world on the servicesofthe largenumberofinternationalairlines operating from theairport.
For APL86 delegatestravelling from Europe, direct flights link Manchester with Belgium,France, West Germany, Italy, Ireland, The Netherlands, Scandinavia and Switzerland.Directflights are also available to Canada and the USA.
Regular shuttle flights run between London Heathrow and Manchesterto extend consider-ably the numberofdestinationsthat can beeasily reached.
Buses linking the airport to the air terminal in central Manchester stop quite near theUMISTcampus.
By Rail: With two Inter-City rail terminals, Manchester connects with all parts of theUK.For example, Londonis only two anda half hours away.
Discountfares are available to all delegatestravelling to APL86 bytrain, and applicationforms will be sent to those who request them.
By taking advantageofcheap, daily return fares, accompanying persons can usethe Inter-City rail network to travel to manyinteresting towns andcities ♥ even to shop in London☂sWest End.
By Road: Motorwaysgive fast and speedy access to Manchester from almost any part ofthe country. There are direct connectionsto Scotland, the North, London and the SouthEast with linksto the East and Westcoasts, including the main channelports.
The motorwayspur linking Manchester to the main M6 motorwaywill bring APL86dele-gates very close to the UMIST campus. Local mapswill be supplied to those wishing todrive to the conference.
Please indicate on the booking form which form oftransportyou will be usingso that we cansend the appropriate information.

British Airways: Theofficial airline for APL86 can offer a fly/drive scheme, allowingdelegates to spend a few days sightseeing beforeor after the conference. Contact yourlocal
British Airways office or appointed travel agentto arrangeyouritinerary.
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Accommodation
UMIST: Accommodation in the halls of residence on the campus at UMISThas been
includedin the delegate and accompanying person fees. Roomsare available for the dura-
tion of the conference only (6-10 July inclusive) and consist of single study bedroomswith
washbasin. Shared bath/shower and WCfacilities are available on each floor ♥ usually
serving four rooms.

 

  
Also included in the fees (both delegate and accompanying person) are all meals from the
evening ofSunday6 July to lunch on Friday11 July. A cold buffet will be available for those
arriving late on Sunday6 July. All residents have access to kitchenfacilities (tea/coffee pro-
vided) and to communal TV lounges.
A limited numberoftwin roomsareavailable (conference rate per person) and thesewill be
allocated ona first come,first served basis. A full guide to the campuswill be provided with
confirmation of booking.
Hotel Supplement: Delegates wishingto stay at one of the nearbyfour-star hotels will be
charged a supplementin addition to the conference fee. Please note that this chargeis to
supplement the amountallocated for accommodation in the conferencefee. Therates per
room, per night are £50 for a double/twin room and £36 for a single room. This price
includes breakfast, private bath, telephone,colour TV,tea and coffee makingfacilities and
VATat 15%. Extras, such as drinks are settled with the hotel directly. These rates also,
apply to accompanying persons.
Hotel bookings must be made before 7 April, after which time delegates must make their
ownhotel arrangements.
Please indicate on the booking form if you wish to book a hotel.
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Facilities: All delegates and accompanying personswill be entitled to use the UMIST
sports facilities during the week of the conference, Automatic membershipofthe campus
barsalso applies.

Registration Information and Terms
Registration: Delegates are requested to register as early as possible using the enclosed
Registration Form. A separate form is required for each delegate ♥ please photocopy the
form as required. Completed forms together with paymentin full should be sent as soon as
possible to;

Conference Department (APL86)
The British Computer Society
13 Mansfield Street
London W1MOBP, England
Telephone 01 637 0471

Fees: Reduced fees are available to delegates holding membership of any of the
following: British APL Association (BAA), British Computer Society (BCS), SigAPL and
the Association of Computing Machinery (ACM). Therates in poundssterling are:

Before Before On-Site
7April 6 July

Delegate~Member 316.25 345.00 373.75
♥Non-Member 345.00 373.75 406.50

Accompanying Person 152.50 181.25 210.00
Banquet (Accompanying Person) 20.00 20.00 20.00

Delegate and accompanying person fees include accommodation at UMISTandall meals
from the evening of Sunday 6 July to lunch on Friday 11 July. In addition, the delegate fee
includes attendance at conference sessions, access to the exhibition areas, conference
documentation and attendanceat the conference banquet. All fees are inclusive of Value
Added Taxat 15%,
Payment: All fees are due with the application and mustbein £ sterling. Cheques should
be drawn ona British clearing bank and be madepayableto the ☁British Informatics Society
Limited☂. Confirmation of the booking will be sent to each delegate along with relevant
maps andinstructions. Early payment discounts will apply according to the date of the
postmark on the envelope in which the application has been sent.
Paymentsstill outstandingafter 11 July will be subject to a 5% surcharge.
Substitution: A registered delegate may nominate a substitute providing that the
conference office is informed nolater than 4 July 1986. The amountoffees then due is
accordingto theeligibility ofthe substitute, whowill be invoiced for any difference owing.
Cancellations: Canceilationswill be accepted only if received in writing not later than 6
June 1986. A 10% handling charge will be deducted from any refund.
Programme: The Organisers reserve the right to make changes to the advertised
programme.
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SOFTWARE
FOR THE 1990s          of a a a?METAPRAXISSenior Programmers from £16,000

Programmers from £12,000
 

Graduates from £9,000

Metapraxis is a dynamic young company providing advanced management
information systems for large organisations. We are rapidly
establishing a base of blue-chip clients who are using our current
generation of products to set new standards for financial control and
the presentation of information to Board Directors.
We are now looking for exceptional individuals to join our software
development and technical consultancy teams. You will be involved in
developing innovative new products, some of which border on the expert
system field, as well as enhancing our existing systems and providing
in-depth technical support to our clients. Working with advanced
colour graphics workstations, you will use a mix of skills in areas
such-as APL, Assembler, graphics, hardware device control and online
data communications.
Graduate applicants should have a first or upper second class honours
degree in a relevant discipline. Programmers should be similarly
qualified and have at least two years experience in the APL language.
Senior Programmers should combine these skills with a demonstrable
track record in the implementation of large commercial projects.
This is a unique opportunity to influence and share in the growth of a
new industry, and to make a major contribution in an environment that
is free from large company rules and regulations. Please write to me
with comprehensive career details, indicating which position is of
interest, at the following address:
David Preedy Development Director

Metapraxis Limited, Hanover House, Coombe Road,
Kingston-upon-Thames, KT2 7AH,Surrey.
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RECENT MEETINGS
This section of VECTORis intended to document the seminars delivered at recent
meetingsofthe Association,particularly for the benefit of those members based away from
London whooftenfind it hard to find the timeto attend.Italso covers other selected events
whicharelikely to be of interest to the wider APL community.
We are dependenton the willingness of speakers to provide us with a written version of
their talk, and we would remindthem the ☜a picture☂s worth a thousand words☝. Copies of
slides and transparencies will enhancetheir articles.
The Activities Officer (see inside back cover) will respond enthusiastically to offers from
individuals who wish to contribute seminars and supporting papers.
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Introductory Notes
by Adrian Smith

In this issue I have included notes on two very successful meetings, both at the now well-
established venue of the The Royal Over-Seas League. Thefirst was a series of (mostly)
short papers on applications on micros; the second a much morelightly programmedset of
papers on commercial APL systems. Readers are referred to the Case Studyfora fuller
version of Christine Brewster☂s talk on Sales Analysis.
Besides our coverage of British APL Association meetings, we also have a report on the
APLStatistics User Group and a review of someofthe sessions from the Operational
Research Society conference held in Durham.

APL Systems on Micros
October 18th 1985

Introduction
J] would like to thank Eileen Dyson for taking such thorough notes on this very heavily
scheduled meeting. The overall impression wasof a set of well constructed and relevant
talks; towards the end this was unfortunately thrown by one speaker who wentwayoverhis
allocated time, and hopelessly cramped those whofollowed him.
Maybeto havefive talks in a single afternoon was pushing thingsa bit anyway? It may bea
super way offilling up VECTOR,but J can☂t believe thatall the speakers werereally given
the attention they deserved.
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Developments in PEFAC
by Chris Staffurth

This paper gives an updateofthe talk on PEFAC that Herbert Walton gave to the APLUsers Group in 1981, and how PEFAC ♥ Production Engineering Fast Accurate andConsistent ♥ has been transferred from the I P Sharp time-sharing environmentto the IBMPC.
PEFACis an estimating package that doesall the arithmetic for the industrial engineerwhen he hasto estimate the timethat would be taken to machinea given component.It isparticularly useful for:

>» the company that does sub-contract machine shop work andhas to provide a
quotation from the drawing ofthe part to be machined.Thatis, it needs to be
Fast and Accurate.

> the company that pays its machine shopoperatives on a bonus scheme. Thatis,
it needs to be Accurate and Consistent.

PEFACconsists of 5 modules, for:
> Turning
> Milling
> Grinding
> Drilling
> Boring

It can also cope with Ancillary modules that can be written to meet customer☂s particular
methodsand environment. For example, Sheet Metal workis doneina variety ofmethods,
andit is not really possible to program the generalcase.
PEFACis now sold on an IBM PC/XT with 10mb. hard disc, a minimum of 384k bytes
memory, monoor colour VDU and preferably an Epson FX printer. It uses the APL*
PLUSinterpreter.
There is a PEFAC workspace which contains the basic functions for input, output and
other housekeeping tasks. Functionsrelating to individual modulesare called into memory
when required (and the functions relating to the previous module if different are
expunged). A special pair of functions containing Assembler segments has been written.
Onefunction packs objects, either functionsor variables into a single object, and the other
unpacksthem.This is reckoned to be 5 ~ 10 timesfaster than storing functions in quad-CR
form andthen using quad-FXto fix them.
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The PEFACsystem is menu driven and theuser is unawarethat the functions have been
written in APL. Even the keyboard is set to run in the ASCII mode. This provides an
interesting situation for the maintenance programmer whohasto alternate between the two
modes:the overstruck characters are in different positions on the keyboard. Maintenance
work on site in the absence of a chip for an APL character generator is even more
interesting. Characters like Spades, Hearts, Diamonds and Clubs andothers appear on the
screen.

Being menudriven,the user has usually to answer Yes or Noor1, 2 or 3 to questions. But
wherethereis a list of things to look up, for example,a list ofmaterialsor a list of available
machines, then use of a function key will display the wholelist on to the screen in inverse
video.
If the user is uncertain of what input is expected, there is a set of Help screens that are
invoked with a function key, and these explain the requirementsin detail.
PEFAC generates a report showing the basic machining time of each element of an
operation, Each operation report is stored in a temporary file. This temporary file is a
security measure, in case for any reason the estimate for a completejob is interrupted part
way through. Then only the part-completed operation is lost. It also serves as a What If
report, and allows the user to try out more than one method of machining the part. When
the useris satisfied with the report, it can be kept permanently, and PEFACtransfersit to
a separate Drawings directory.
Engineering Change Ordersare a frequent occurrence in a machine shop, in which maybe
only one dimensionis altered. A revised estimate can be easily calculated by retrieving the
drawing from the Drawingsdirectory and by re-processing the element whichcalls for the
particular dimension. If a material specification only is changed,the reportof the drawing
can be similarly retrieved and after the material has been changed PEFACwill silently
reprocess the whole estimate, without the user having to re-input the answersto all the
questions. This meansthat besides packing awaythetext of the report for each operation ,
numerous parameters relating to operations and elements havealso to be stored. In fact,
PEFAChasto work very hard behindthe scenes, butit saves the estimatora lot oftime and
trouble.

As a security measure against corruption of the harddisc, the reports may be backed up on
to diskettes, and there is a comprehensive index to keep track of the whereaboutsofall the
drawings in the system. When there are more than 50 drawingsin the Drawingsdirectory,
PEFACstarts to erase them from the hard disc, but only if they have been backed up on a
diskette.
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Although every user has the standard functionsfor each module,thereis usuallya different
set of machines and materials. Therefore different data is required for each customer.
Another workspace exists to allow the user to inputor edit any of the data relating to his
machine shop. Full screen editing is obtained from set of functions that has been written.
The screens are arranged hierarchically. The user is asked successively for the module,
machinegroupwithin the module, the actual machinewithin the group, and then thetable
within the actual machine. Functionsare required to edit character and numeric arrays,
and to interpret the action of some 20 non-alphanumeric keys, It is possible to insert or
delete new tables or even data relating to a new machine.
At the bottom ofthe screen are simple prompts for going forward, going backwards, saving
andquitting. There is an Edit Help screen which explainsthe editingin detail, and also an
Engineering Help screen which explains the engineering termsused.
Although the PC mightbe called a micro computer, workspace size or WS FULL messages
are not a problem. By overlaying the module functions and storing the report after each
operation, thereis sufficient space for all intermediate calculations. As a final measure, a
check is kept on quad-WA,and then whenit gets rather low,the user is prompted to end
that operation andto start another.
Theresponsetimeis generally 2-3 seconds and never morethan 5 seconds. This is adequate
since the estimator has to think of the job in engineering terms as well as inputting
dimensionsetc. The reading of the module functionstakes about 30 seconds, but since it
dees not occur very often,it is no great hardship.
Software errors do present a problem.Itis estimated that there is somewhere between 10°
and 10° separate logical paths through PEFAC,and therefore impracticable totestit for
every eventuality. In the time-sharing environmentit was fairly simple to log on to the
user☂s CONTINUEworkspaceandsort out his problems. But that is not possible on the
PC.
Onthe PCthereis a general error trapping function which does twothings on encountering
an APLerror. [t sendsto the printer the APL error messageand the offendingline in the
function that caused it, together with the contents of the SI stack, plus some parameters
relating to the elementin hand. Thisis posted to us andis used as a guidein reproducing the
error condition. A correctedfile is copied on to a diskette which is then posted back to the
user. Theerror trappingalso escapesfrom the current operation, orifthe erroris severe, re-
loads the complete PEFAC workspace.In either event, the useris notleft entirely hanging
in mid-air. Atleast he can continuewith his work.
Development of PEFAC continues, and there are plansto add further in duecourse.
Acknowledgements were given to Herbert Walton for starting PEFAC and makingit into a
commercial proposition, and to [an Kemmish who mastermindedtheinstallation on the
PC.
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Corporate Planning at Laura Ashley
by Adam Dakin

The speaker worked for Deloittes, a London based computer company which had been
involved in developing a corporate planning system for Laura Ashley. The system was
developed in eight months by a team offour; it was written in APL and ran on an IBM PC/
AT.

History of the Project
To quote the speaker:

☜LA is a fast growing company,receptive to new technology.It is an exciting
place to work☝

LA make corporateplansevery five years. In 1980, the plan was worked out by hand;it was
a long hard slog with a lot of number-crunching. Top management then vowedthat a
computer model would be developed for next time, both to do the numbercrunching and
to allow ☜Whatif questionsto be evaluated more easily. The model wastherefore specified
in 1981 but development did not begin until 1984.
LA produce a wide range ofproducts whichthey sell worldwide. They have manufacturing
sites in the UK, Holland and USA and sell a diversified product range through a range of
outlets. The company also buyin from third parties if they feel they can sell goods which
they cannot produceinternally.

Important Factors
1. Structural ♥ The structure of the company may well change over the next 5

years. For example LA are currently movinginto Japan.
2. Sales Targets ♥ LA is a sales led companyandagain sales patterns may well

changein the next 5 years.
3. Manufacturing and Retailing Operation - Manufacturing practises and

technology could well change in 5 years as could thebalanceof stock.
4. External ♥ typically exchange rates

Factors 1-3 are all within LA control and can therefore be predicted whilst LA haslittle
control over factor 4.
Thefirst stage in developing the modelwasto decide thelevel of detail to be used. Similar
outlets and products were grouped together to make the data more manageable, butat the
same time a tradeoffwas neededto avoid the data becoming meaningless. It was decided to
grouptheoutlets nationally and to group productsinto six categories. The products and
locations were then linked in a diagram; evenatthis early stage simply seeing a diagramatic
representation of the company wasuseful.
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LAPLAN- Modules
The system was divided into 8 modules. Modules 1-4 could be used to simulate the
company whilst 5-8 provide a meansof investigating the financial implications of these
sirnulations.

. Calculate sales revenue & stocking

. Routing (Demandfrom factoryA to location B)

. Manufacturing Costs ♥ Unit cost of production
. Transfer costs between groups
. Trading account by country
. Manufacturing account
. Companyresults
. GroupresultsRO

N
A
U
R
W
N

Implementation
Data required for the module was in several dimensions and it wasthereforefelt that APL
was the most appropriate language to use being more flexible than WIZARDorother
modelling languages available on micros or mainframes. It was decided to use APL for
modules 1-4 and SYMPHONYfor 5-8.
Thefirst three monthsofdevelopmentwerespentgetting the algorithms working correctly
by meansofa prototype.

Benefits of a prototype
1. Proves modelalgorithms
2. Gives user familiarity and confidence
3. Highlights data requirements
4, Promotesdiscussion of possible use
5. Offers smaller version of the modelearlier at a lower cost

Current System
Thesystem is a ☁Black Box☂ menu driven system whichis easy for the user and makes APL
invisible to him. It now requires some 17Mbandtherefore had to be switched from RAM
to filing. Also in an attempt to conserve space the four-dimensional datais stored as several
three dimensional arrays with pointers to them in the workspace. Oneof the moretricky
parts of the developmentinvolvedsetting up printfiles to link to SYMPHONY.
In summary, the modelis a success. It showsthe value of prototyping and also that micro-
based APLis powerful. It also opposes the theory that APLis an unfriendly languageto
use; the speaker hadno previous experience ofAPL, yet he managedwell with itand would
quite happily useit in the future.
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An Integrated Manufacturing System
on a Local Area Network
by EdShawJunior (Bristol Myers)

Bristol Myers is a large American-based company producing a variety of products
including pharmaceuticals and medical equipment. The Corporate Systems department
employs aboutthirty people, all writing APL. This makes them the second largest APL
users in New York.
The system which the speaker described wascurrently being installed in one of the Dutch
factories which manufactured milk-based products.
It was complex and was copiously described to us by meansofa very colourful buttotally
incomprehensible overhead slide. The idea wasthat the system hadto be designedforall
areas of the companyto use. At the purchasing endit was used for purchase orders and
goods inwards. Theinformation was then used for inventory and production control, and
also to specify the formulae for the products andfor daily production scheduling. Quality
control also got their hands on the data, and eventually it was used for sales information,
packing lists and invoices.
The system had to runin real time. When the milk was delivered production needed to
know whattheprotein and solid content of each batch wasso that they could adjust their
recipes accordingly.
Other thanthegory details ofwhat each function of the companyusedthe system for, I did
glean that it used an STSC tool box of APL☂isms and ran on a LAN which had a four hour
☁fix it or else☂ maintenance agreementwith thesuppliers.
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Migration from Mainframe to Micro
byJohn Birch

The speaker was from Premium Management, a companyin the City concerned withmanaging investments for the insurance industry. Hefelt that to be successful a companyshould consider three questions:
1. Where are we now?
2. How did we get here?
3, Where do we go next?

Because of statutory restrictions his company had to concentrate on Points | & 2 eventhough 3 is probably the mostinteresting.
Thefixed investment market involves a great deal of arithmetic. Until 1983 the companyran APL on an JBMmainframe whenthey decidedto migrate to a micro. The micro whichthey chose was the MicroAPL Spectrum.
The Migration
Threepoints arose during the migration:
1. The IBM APL was compatible with APL.68000. Howeverthe execution ofsome codewas accelerated by using the APL.68000 quad functions.
2. Thefile system was incompatible and had to be rewritten for the Spectrum. Thedatabasealso had to be redesigned to obviate problemscreatedbythe relatively slow input/outputprocesses,3. The Full Screen systems were compatible as the company had moved from AP124toAP126.
It took just 15 days to migrate from the mainframe to an operational system on theSpectrum (including the Christmas break). It then took 2 people a further 5 weeks toenhanceitto a satisfactory system.
Before the migration the companyhad 1] printer and 1 VDU ontheir mainframe. They nowhave 5 VDUs connected to the Spectrum andthe systemis also linked,oris planned to belinked,to various external services such as thoseoffered by Citibank, Don Jones and theTelex network.
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Investorslike an easy life and therefore any systems developed for them mustbe simple to
use with minimum effort. For this reason the companyis looking at using Telecom touch
screens.

Why APL?
APL is used within the company because it is quick and easy to write. The strange
hieroglyphics andintricasies ofAPL can be hidden from computerilliterate users. Itis also
easy to amendreports to please the users and can be donerelatively quickly. It is however
the only language the speaker has used so he maybeslightly biased!

Problems with the Spectrum?
Multi-usageis not a problem on the Spectrum.Ifthereis a problemit lies not with APL but
with the speaker☂s secretary whotendsto get rather carried away when using the machine as
a wordprocessor!
The only real problem is that responseis poorifseveral users are all accessing disks at once
because the Spectrum reads sequentially.

ij 
    

17 Barton Street,APL People Ltd. Bath,
Avon,
BA1 1HQ
Tel: 0225 62601

 

APPOINTMENTS
A placementservice solely for the APL community.

Use our extensive knowledge, contacts and experience in the APL world.
Wehave vacancies NOW,both permanent and contract......... and our

confidential advice on career movesis always freely available.
CONSULTANCY

A consultancy service designed to solve your APL problems.
Consultant's Toolkit and Supervision available.

Current projects include:-
* graphics
* project management
* databases
* system design
* system ☁rescue☂
* documentation
* VSAPL under VSPC, CMS, TSO
APL*Plus/PC, Sharp APL

To discuss your requirements: ♥ Call Valerie Lusmore on 0225-62601
Registered employment agencylicence SE6440    
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An Overview of APL Applications on Micros
by Paul Thornton (MicroAPL Ltd)

The speaker gave a very brief overview of the types of applications MicroAPL have been
involved with in recent years. In general there is a broad spread of applications across a
variety of industries. These applications are in fields such as OR, Information Services,
Maths, Commerce, Science, Education and Real Time applications (primarily Process
Control).

National Westminster Bank ♥- Dialin data bulletin board.
Developing fundstransferviaa dial-in system.

Bank ofEngland ♥ Small Multi-user systems.
GoldenWonder ♥ Distribution Applications

♥ Whartis the best methodoftransferring goods
from A to B?

St Thomas☂s Hospital ♥ Collating data from a questionnaire on diabetes
British Telecom ♥ Trainingstaffon electronic theory
Mobil Oil ♥ Calculating wastage whenpassingoil

throughpipes.
♥ Route Planning
♥ APL Simulation ofa complex Fortran

simulation program
Cornhill ♥ Modelling
Heineken -♥ On-line production monitoring

Before 1982 there were no full implementations ofAPL on micros,today thereare several.
Features of micros

Smail desk top unit ♥ The user therefore feels more secure.
Ease of access encourages people to dabble.
Fast data outputto screens, a feature only previously available from IBM.
Excellent for device contro! ~ it is relatively easy to connect to Reutersetc.
APLis used extensively for prototyping. It is now possible to link in Assembler
and use non APL packages thusincreasing the rangeofusage.
More people though nota significant numberare using APL.IBMPC APLwasthe cheapestavailable but now APLis available on the QLforaround £300.

W
e
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n
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Takingall this into account, the future looks promising.
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APLin Practice ♥Commercial Applications, 15th November 1985
Introduction
Thanks go to Bern King for these notes. We have included his comments on Christine
Brewster☂s talk, although readers should notethat there is a much fuller version of her
paperin the next issue ofVECTOR.
Apologies to Peter Evans & Simon Letchet (Kodak); their talk has not(as far as 1 know)
been recorded for posterity, and all I can report is that at the end, there was a brief
demonstration ofInstagraphic, a customised camera which convertsa display ona terminal
into a slide in a couple of minutes. Cost £400. . . . every home should have one!

A Sales Forecasting System
by Patrick Rushton (Nestle)

Scope
The system was developedto allow production to be moreclosely geared to the changing
market. The products were highly seasonal. Forecasters wanted to use their knowledge of
hierarchical structure of the Nestle products(e.g. to improveestimatesoffrozenfish sales
in light of projected trends in whole frozen food sector). To complicate the whole process,
divisions had different accounting periods (some monthly, some 4-weekly).
History
Someof the talk outlined the evolution of the system through computers, APL☂s and
Operating Systems.Briefly, the original system (using VSAM under CMS) did not allow
multi-user update, so they moved to SHAREFILE(a☁crash-resistant☂filing system). They
are considering moving to APL2 and DATABASE (DB2)in the future.
The original aim wasto use the APL developmentasa prototypefor a more formal COBOL
system, as the need for an evolutionary approach wasforeseen. One yearafter the system
had beenfinalised,the transfer to COBOL was abandonedand the APL system installed in
four weeks! Compatibility with other companysystems was maintained by continuing to
create VSAM files in the same format as the previous system, rather than altering alldependent systems.
Algorithms
The aids for producing forecasts appearedflexible, including optionsto:(i) view and alter
forecasts on a 4-weekly or a monthly basis or by normalised months.(ii) use the system as
a simple calculator(e.g. to reduceforecasts by 10% or add 10). (iii) alter any elements and
row/columntotals in a 2-dimensional display; the system wouldjiggle it aboutto find a
sensible result.
Conclusion
This system seems to embody manyofthe features that we are attempting to put into our
own sales forecasting system, so it can be done... .
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APLin Use with a Large Commercial Database
by Christine Brewster (Whitbread & Co)

A largesales analysis system was described. The aim wasto access and summarizesales datato produce comparisons of budgetagainst current year and currentyear againstlast year.Thesize ofthe system wasstressed:estimated at 12Mb new data each weekandprints up to40,000 pages!

Scope
The system is designedto answer queries by outlet, productor depot.☁Trees☂ of categories
ofoutlet are used to indicate the summaries required. For example,outlets are grouped into
companyregionsandareas butalso into customers and regions used by customers.
The advantageofthis tree structureis that an outlet could be switched groupsatthe lowest
level andall the rest of the tree would beright. Keeping the tree up-to-dateis seen as a
substantial problem. An ☁undefined☂ category was keptin thetree atall levels, so that every
outlet would appear in reports, and outlets that needed information updated would be
obvious.

Development
Before APL waschosen twoother optionsweretried andrejected:(i) Theoriginal intention
was to write the programs in COBOL,andtostoreall the subtotals that would be neededin
reports. (rejected as 40 hours CPU time needed for weekly update)(ii) Bureau solution. No
package was found that could cope with complexity. (She did admit that if they were
starting again they might choosea different solution.)
I wonder what happenedtoall the complex Sales Analysis Problems which were solved by
these approaches, and didn☂t end up as talks at BAA meetings . . . Anyway, APL was
chosen for the following reasons: (i) cheap ♥ APL wasalready available and only 4 people
were needed to implement the system (ii) quick ♥ live data from thestart allowed an
immediate return (first summary reports after 3 months and fully implementedafter 6
months) (iii) low risk ♥ it would work, probably (iv) experimental ♥ they didn☂t have to
finalise design at the start and it could be used as a prototype.

Reports
Reports are producedin batch runs ofAPL under TSOasthere was so muchdata. The data
wassorted into the appropriate order for a report outside APL. Each day☂s reports were
therefore reordered and submitted in the sequence that neededleast sorting. The final
result was a JCL program requestingthe following steps: (i) invoke APL and read in data
(7Mb workspace)(ii) sort data(iii) return to APL and generate report(iv) repeatfrom steps
i,ii, or iii as required.
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Conclusion
Nosystem would have been possible without APL. They knew it was a success as the user
had requested extra features!

 

BACK NUMBERSOF VECTOR
Back numbers ofVECTORareavaiilable from the BCS. Ifyou don☂t have them all,
nowis the time to complete yourcollection. Thereis an index to volume onein this
issue of VECTORto tempt you. Apart from the technical contents every issue
includes book and productreviews, letters, news and a competition. Send in your
order before they run out. Thesewill one day be unobtainable collectors☂ itemslike
the early issues of Quote Quad.
Theprices inclusive of postage and packing are as follows:

Prices in PoundsSterling
UK Surface Airmail

(inc. Europe) (outside Europe)
Single issues 3 3.75 5.75
Volume I 10 14.00 22.00
Please send sterling cheques or money orders payable to The British APL
Association to:

The British APL Association, 13 Mansfield Street, London W1M OBP
Don☂t forget to include your name and address and to be clear which VECTORs
you want.   
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APLStatistics Users Group
Meeting 5th June, 1985!

at Customer Centre, IBM, South Bank.

by Fake Ansell

Barry Wetherill spoke on ☁Intelligent Statistical Software☂, illustratinginitially how ☁dumb☂
softwarefailed to highlight problemsin data sets. For these various problems he suggested
appropriate diagnostic tests which could be used. He concluded by showing how the
measuresare included in the Survey Packagehe designed whichincluded datavalidation.
Thesecond talk by Alan Hawkes wason the ☁Role ofAPL in Teaching and Research☂. This
talk detailed the approach used at Swanseato teachstatistics students through the medium
of APL.Hethenillustrated his own use ofAPLin research emphasising the speed ofusing
APL compared with other languages.

After the talks a discussion ofthe futurerole ofthe group tookplace, and formatofits future
Meetings.
One suggestion which arose was the formation of a Program Subgroupto consider the
possibilities of a standardized APLstatistics workspaceforstatistics. The group were not
totally in agreement overtherole of this group, but thoughtit worthyofpursuit.
Another suggestion was the meeting should allow for ☁hands-on☂ experienceofsoftware.It
was thoughtthat future meetings would have a workshop session in the morningfollowed
by talks in the afternoon. To resolve other problemsit was decided to send out a survey.
Forfurther details of the APL Statistics Users Group please contact Jake Ansell at the
following address:

DepartmentofStatistics and O.R.,
Coventry Polytechnic,
Priory Street,
Coventry.
CVISFB. Tel. (0203) 24166 570
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Application Prototype Environment
an 1BMprogram productfor prototyping

and developing screen-basedapplications under VS APL or APL2
This productis intended to be used both
by the professional programmerand hy
business professionals, such as man-
agers, planners. scientists, and en-
gineers. The product is particularly
suited for developing applications in
Information Centre and Application
Development Centre environments.

 

Three interactive functions are provided
to easily and quickly define the end user
interface.
Panel Design:For creating menuselec-
tion, action, andtutorial panels.

 Chart Design: Charts (Plot. Surface.
Bar, and Pie) are designedvia an inter-
active dialogue.
File Handling:The interactive dialogue
allows users to specify APL File. CMS.
VSAM, QSAM, BDAM, and INSTOR-
AGEaccess methods.

Over 70 cover functions are provided for
building the application program. Some
examples are:
Panel Operations
© Automatic Screen I/O.
© Automaticdisplayof tutorials.
© Program function key control.
File Handling
© Reading/writing records from/toa file.
© Positioning the record pointer.
© Relative record access.
Object Library
The object library is used for storing,
retrieving, and status checking ofobjects
suchas panels, functions. declarations,
andvariables.

 

Free 30-day Test Period
You have 30 days to test Application
Prototype Environmentto see how well
it performs for you. If you are not com-
pletelysatisfied. just send all materials
back to your local IBM Branch Office
within 30 days and you will not bebilled.
For More Information: Contact your
IBM sales representative or the nearest
IBM BranchOffice.  

Technical Data
Application Prototype Environment is
an IBM Licensed Program Product,
Program Number 5668-896.
The program runs under CMS and TSO
together with the following IBM pro-gramsor their equivalents: APL2 or VS
APL, GDDM (Graphical Data Display
Manager). Some examples ofterminals
supported are: 3277, 3279, 3270 PC/G
and GX.   

IBMUnited Kingd

 

Jom Limited  
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OR-85 (Durham): Notes on Major Sessions
compiled by Adrian Smith

Disclaimer
These notes cover the four plenary sessions held at the conference. They are obviously a
personal view of what wassaid, rather than an accuraterecord. If any of the speakersfeel
grossly misrepresented,I can only offer my apologies, and suggestthat they make use ofthe
letters page to redress the balance.

General Introduction
Tf you skim the surface ofthe notes which follow, I hope you will become awarethat there
is a commonthread running throughall four sessions. Put simply,it is the need for vision
and genuinestrategic thinking, whetherin telecoms, personnel management, building a
transport network, or just life in general. As you mightexpect, it was left to Dr David
Jenkins (Lord Bishop of Durham)to tackle this last one; the other three speakers were
much morespecific in the areas they addressed.
Dr Peter Keen was primarily interested in the developmentofglobal telecommunications,
and the impactofthis on peoplelike banks, retailers, airlines and travel agents. For me,the
Key messageofhis talk was the needto think 5 ♥7 years ahead;it is hard to counter a pre-
emptivestrike which is based on this kind of technology.
Considerable vision must have been neededto launcha totally new inner-citylight railway,
just when the motorway boom wasatits height. There is no doubt that the Tyne and Wear
Metro is an outstanding success, and with hindsight the reasonsaren☂t hardto see.It is
clean and efficient, and aboveall it is fully integrated with existing public transport.
As a born and bred Wearsider, I obviously have a personalinterest in the success of theNissan car plant at Washington. Thefinal session of the conference described a visionwhichis yet to be realised; the application of Japanese managementto car building in theUK.It will be fascinating to look back on these notesin (say) 10 years time, and see just howclose they have come.
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The Planning of Change ♥ any Hope?
by the Right Revd Dr DavidJenkins (Lord Bishop ofDurham)

First somedefinitions:
☜OR ♥ people who makea speciality of analysing whatis going on, and helping to manage
it better☝
☜What is going on ♥ the bits of reality you decide to define as real, and promptly make
unreal☝
☜Reality ♥ people tendto definereality as what they see; moreoftenit is what they miss☝
☜Manage ♥ making things happen on purpose☝
I think thatsets the scenenicely for Dr Jenkinstalk. It was a splendidly entertaining hour,
full of memorable epigramsas well as sound practical advice. The four definitions above
illustrate his highly recursive style of discourse! Taken asa series of points in order, these
notes will make very little sense; taken as an overall nested structure they probably won☂t
either, unless you did a degree in computerscience and can write LISP in yoursleep!
☜Oneofthe reasons people don☂t believe in Godis the way people whobelieve in God carry
on!☝
Enoughsaid.
The Value ContentofTechnical Problems
Suppose youare looking for a simple modelas a wayofgetting a grip on somepartofreality.
You mightstart with a premise like ☜ . . . pragmatically, based on reasonably observable
facts, .. .☝. Already you haveallowed value judgementsto creep in to your modell! In fact
it is increasingly being recognised (see the conference abstracts) that values comein to the
modelling processat a very early stage.
This awarenessofthe value-contentof problemsraises some interesting questions:
1 Can ORthrow anylight on previously assumed ☁value-free☂ techniques, which are now

recognised as ☁value-full☂?
2 How do youget real discussion of value-full issues?
3 Does God makea difference via ☁values☂ and ☁visions☂?
In a turbulentworld, there is no doubt that a sharedset of values is much more important
to society than any numberofinstitutionsor regulations.
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The Creative Exploitation of Randomness
Ofall the phrases used by Dr Jenkins, this is the one most quoted in the barthatevening.To putit in context: the world is a turbulent place where most of the important thingshappen byaccident. The great skill of leadership, managementand prophecylies in thecreative exploitation of randomness.
Those whoaspireto this skill must know howto leave a system alone for long enough toworkout whatis going on. They mustalso paycontinualattention; no amountoftheorizingwill get you anywherein a stream oftruly random events. They should appreciate that thereare limits, both to the information which is obtainable, and which is handleable:
☜Does the college need a new kitchen?☝☜... waffle... waffle... rhubarb... rhubarb...☝☜If you don☂t takea decision today, you won't get any dinner tomorrow!☝
A statementlike this radically reduces the amountofinformation considered relevant to theproblem!!
Tofind out more about our turbulent environment we need plenty of far-out hypothesesand risky experiments. To make it habitable, we need to minimize the perceivedrandomness (and risk) with a shared set of values; definitely not by regulations andprobably not with ☁hard☂ OR models.
ORandSocial ProblemsCan ORhelp with the managementofsocial problems? Probably not ♥ wetend to work inclearly defined sub-sub-systems which may themselves be harmful. Maybe we☁defineaway☂thereal world with models(e.g.cost-benefit analysis) which assume (and depend on)a particular theory of economics.
Whatabout governments? The present one has a pathological dislike of planning,yetisquite willing to regulateforits own benefit! In 1969 there was publisheda list of☜10 criticalcontinous problems☝; all 10 of thesearestill well and truly with us! Flow can society get outofthis if we don☂t plan? TheBible is pretty clear on judging societies on what they do totheir ☁marginals☂.
Maybe OR Can Help,After All
How? Simplyby rehabilitating the idea of planning. Companies appreciate the need forplanning and co-ordination; no-one would try and operatea ☁free market☂ economywithina groupoffactories. OR makesits living by building tools to help companies plan better;surely we should be able to hold uptheresultsas a positive reminder that planning andco-ordination area vital concern of good government.
In summary, the Lord Bishop had these messages for the OR community:

* ~=Whatever you do, bealert to the context ofyour work. Don☂t forget about ☁meta-things☂ in your eagernessto crack ☁micro-things☂,
* Alwaysbereadyto respondcreatively to random events.* Listen to your ownsenseof values.

If we can discover and build a sufficient concensus about what reality is like, maybe we canhelp to generate the trust which is needed before people will once again acceptthe idea ofplanning.
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Telecommunications and Business Strategy
by DrPeter Keen (Managing Director; Infoscope Ltd)

☜What happens whena large part of your future depends on a market that doesn☂t exist?☝
The meat of Dr Keen☂s talk wasa series of examples showing the way some US companies
have faced up to this question. In particular he focussed the talk around the subsidiary
question ☜What are they doing with Telecoms?☝
Setting up the Infrastructure
The key factor in the new marketplaceis the customer access-point; the ☁workstation☂ can
be a VDUin anoffice, a bank cashpoint, a supermarket checkout,or anairline reservation
desk. This explains whytheairlines and the banks have suddenly begunto see each other as
competitors! Once you have the workstation established, your next moveis to start adding
moreservices to the network.
The reason that the access-pointis a key to successis that service is fast becoming the only
way to differentiate between commodities (e.g. banking) in the marketplace. Cashpoints
could never be☁cost-justified☂ on normal accounting; any bank withoutthem is as good as
dead! How doyoutake that kindof decision?
☜American Hospital Supplies☝is a pharmaceutical company whichused to have around 5%
of the US market. It spent 5 ♥7 years on the infrastructure; building a network which put
terminals into every major American hospital. It now has nearer 55%ofthe market♥why?
Clearlyit is marginally easier to buy from AHSthan from competitors, butthatis not the
key reason. More importantis the addedservicethatif a hospital buys everything through
AHSit gets a free information system,andhasallits stock control doneforit! By adding the
elementoffeedback into the ordering process (with MIS-type reports on usage ofsupplies)
AHScanexploit its network to provide a unique service.
Oneofthe most importantlessons from the AHSexperienceis the value of a pre-emptive
strike. If yourstrike is based on technology (typically with a 5 year lead time) you have an
unassailable lead in the marketplace. This is a far moreeffective strategy than☁sales
gimmicks☂ (free glasses with petrol) where everyonejoins in and theyall get nowhere. The
problem is that most technological decisions are made on a 1 year cycle and are ☁cost-
justified☂; an effective technological strike is a 5 year ventureoffaith!

Getting a Focussed View ofyour Customers
Once you have a ☁point of sale☂ system, you havethe potential to find out both who your
customers are, and whatthey are buying. American Airlines used their ☁frequentflyer☂
gimmick to pick up just this kind of information! In the same wayit probably provides the
motivation for the M&S charge-card. Once you know who your customers are, you can
start grafting on all sorts of extra services.
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Examples include Merrill Lynch in the US;their ☁cash managementaccount☂is preciselytheall-in-one for those rich Americans who they already had signed up ontheir network.ScandinavianAirlineslet you book yourhotelfrom the airport desk, and checkin your bagsfrom the hotel! Look at Reuters; when everyoneelse was scrabblingto get terminalsinto thecorporate HQ they already had one!
Moral: Owntheinfrastructure and the delivery point.Be there when demandtakesoff!

40% ofthe US population wanderspasta Sears terminal (a departmentstoretill) ina typicalweek. In 10 years time Sears(a retailer) could well be the leading US bank, because theyown the network, Similarly AMEX could be the leading travel company, Citibank theleading electronic publisher.If that 5-year lead-timeis accurate,it is probably too late tostop them,
Digression: Whatever Happenedto the Electronic Office?
Companies the world over launched enthusiatically into pilot schemes, with networks ofcommunicating PCs handling word processing, email and so on. This was 4 or 5 years ago;whyhasthere beensolittle follow-up?
Theproblem is that personal computers are personal. WP may well reduce typing costs by20%, but how muchbetterto stop all that paperflying around (andthengetting archivedfor7 years at vast expense). In a typical service industry the interconnections multiply veryrapidly as the organisation grows, so you get a cost/volume graphlike:

Cost

Volume

 ] Time ♥>
With enoughofthe right technology, economiesofscale are possible, and the two curvescome out morelike:
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Volume

Cost

 

Time >

For example,transactionsthat can cost you £2 ♥ 3 in low-tech London mightbe nearer 15
cents in the US. Little airlines boomed in thelate 70s, but the big ones are coming back as
they get the benefit of fixed-cost technology.

The DynamicsofInnovation
Dr Keen concludedhis talk with a four-point plan for strategic innovation. He also noted
the problemsfaced by DP, where delegation downto middle-managementhastendedto be
a myopicdisaster. In particular the rules of the gamehave changed;cost displacement was
the old yardstick, now technological innovation is much more about cost-avoidance, and
this is much harderto quantify and predict.
The requirementsfor successful strategic innovation in this technological world are:
Vision A clear picture of where you wantto bein (say) 15 years time. This is phrased in

termsof ☁what market will we be in☂, and ☁whowill our competitors be☂. Forecasts
are a total waste ofeffort on this timescale.

Policy A strongsenseof business direction. This is emphatically not planning, which is
inevitably based on the status quo. Howeverthere is an obvious conflict here: DP
have the know-how butlack the authority; few directors (who obviously have the
authority) have a strong enoughgrasp of the technology.

Architecture A blueprint for the evolution of an integrated resource over unknown vol-
umes. Motorways generatetraffic-flow, not the other way round!
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Mobilization Getting people to go along withthe (often unintended)rate ofsocial change.Thetelephonetook 40 years! TheusersofIT are no longer buffered by theDP department; whereas early DP only disrupted clerical staff, IT willdisrupt everyone. What☂s more the customers of the future will have achoice (unlikethe clerks).
To makeit all work, we need a lot more☁hybrids☂. We need people whoareliterate aboutcomputers, and who know about the business. We also need people who havea realfeelforcomputers, butare literate aboutthe business. Any Questions?!
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The Tyne and Wear Metro
by David Howard (Director-General; Tyne and Wear Transport)

Background
In 1969 an integrated authority was set up to co-ordinate transport policy in Newcastle,
South Shields and Sunderland. To begin with, this simply ran the buses, but it immediately
commissioned an overall transport and land-use study covering an area roughly 20 miles in
radius roundall the major centres of population.
The emphasis wasalready beginningto switch from road-building to opening up an under-
used railway system (which no longer delivered passengers to the right places); it was
quickly becomingclearthatall that road construction had donelittle to ease congestion in
thecity centres.

This general change in strategy was confirmed by a micro studyinto the ☁North Tyne Loop☂
andits buses. The☁light railway☂ option cametopofthelist, showing an 11% rate of return
over the next best alternative (an improved bus network). The idea of Metro was born.

Timetable
In 1972-3 Parliament gave outline approval to the entire scheme. Thelocal authority
insisted on being fully involvedin the planningprocess, and began byvisiting other metro
developments overseas. By 1976-7 developmentwaswell underway,just in timefora total
government moratorium on spending! Asthe speakerrather delicately putit:
☜This does interesting things to yourcritical path network!☝
In tandem with the Metro launch, the bus network was completely re-planned, with a
numberofstrategically sited interchanges to channeltraffic flowsasefficiently as possible
into the new system. Obviously there were extensive surveys, and muchvigorous bashing
of data, before all the details of this could be worked out.

Film
Basically this was a well constructed piece of propaganda.It did makethe whole process
look remarkably trouble-free, in a way which ardent followers of ☜Look North☜ well
rememberit wasn☂t! Howeverifit helps Tynesidesell its expertise to a world market, then
good luck to them.
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Performance to Date
Typically, innercity public transportis carrying 20 ♥ 25%fewer peoplethanit was 10 yearsago. In Tyne and Wearusage hasactually grown by 10%, in other words the Metro hasboosted the whole public transport system to some 50% above expectation.
Thisis definitely nota result of absurdly low fares! The keyfactors are:

* the fully integrated network.
* through ticketing
* aggressive marketing.

The redeploymentof buses to support Metro railheads has had other benefits; there arenowfewer than 15 buses per hourcrossing the Tyne Bridge ♥ there usedto be over 100!
As for the future, the Metro may grow some new branches (althoughthe disbandingoftheTyne and Wear authority mightconfusetheissue), andtheexistingservice will continue tobe fine-tuned. Oneofthe great advantagesofautomatic ticketingis thatit allows continuousmonitoring of usage, and (to pinch a quote from Peter Keen) it gives you that ☜focussedview of your customers☝.

Comments from the Floor
As I rememberit,there wererelatively few genuine questions; what did happen wasthat aseries of people stood up and gave unsolicited testimonials to Metro! Personally, | am plan-ninga trip just north ofNewcastlein the nearfuture;I shall look forward with considerableanticipation to myfirst encounter.
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Nissan ♥ so Far
by Peter Wickens (Director ofPersonnel; Nissan UK)

☜The Japanese don☂t have a monopoly on good management☝

Introduction
Peter Wickens has a long history of personnel management in the motor industry. His
viewson the Japanese experience, and the most effective way of applying their ideas in the
UK,were lent a greatdeal ofweight by the simple fact that he is the one whocarries the can
at Nissan UK.If anyone has a strong personalinterest in getting it right, Peter Wickens
does!

Working Practices
It is here that we have mostto learn from the Japanese, but not everything they do will
transfer automatically to Europe. Wealso needto be very careful in finding out what they
really do; the Japaneseare very protectiveoftheir skills, and academicsoften only hear and
see a carefully circumscribed view! When in doubttalk to the foremen; as well as being the
keyfigures in the Japanese system,theyarefarlesslikely to give you the party line.
A good example is the famous 3-minute exercise period. This is led by the foremen in
groups of around 15, andhasvery little to do with physical well-being. The point is much
moreto build a feeling of teamwork, andto allow the foreman to observe the physical and
mental well-being of his working group.
☜In Ford we tookpride in having no breaks betweenshifts. Not so at Nissan UK☝
The Japanese Tripod
A keyfeature ofall tripodsis that they needall three legs if they are to stand up! The three
legs of the Japanese tripod are:

%* Teamwork. A few minutes per day when the foreman and his group actually
talk together. There is a world ofdifference betweenthis and☁briefing groups☝
where coded messages are handed down from on high.

* Quality consciousness. Ifyou set uplots ofinspection points, thefirst result is to
engender an ☜Oh, it'll be picked up☜attitude. Often it isn☂t. The Japanese take
the opposite approach; if quality is suffering the job must be madeeasier.
Quality is built in, not inspected in.

* Flexibility. The team itself is responsible for cleaning up, painting the
workstation, improving the process engineering and so on. Often they handle
minor breakdowns on their own, and would always help with routine
maintenance or majorrepairs. This all looks so obviousto the Japanese!
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Noneofthese elementswill have anyreal effect unsupported. In the UK wehearlots of talkaboutquality circles; theseare total bunk on their own! Theyfall naturally into place whenevery individual has a genuine interest in quality; they failed totally at Ford becausenothing else was changed.

Job Structuring at Nissan
Fora long time, the best people haven☂t gone into production because they don☂t enjoybeing kicked around. At Nissan the supervision are at the samelevel as the professionalengineers, and terms and conditions are commonacrossall levels. Selecting the 25 keysupervisors (from 3,500 applicants) took a long time, but was an essential base for the newapproach.
The☁single union☂ deal with the AUEWis also unusual. Nissan rejected the idea of a ☁nounion☂ site, as it would have lead to several years of unnecessary antagonism; the ☁oneunion☂ deal was the obviousalternative.
At Nissan UKthereare just two jobtitles:

Technician
Manufacturing Staff

This is in remarkable contrast with Ford, where there are some 560 fully described jobs!Similarly there are onlytwosorts ofengineerat Nissan; andthere are no job descriptions orjob grades. Everyoneis on salary range; progressionis on merit, and thereare no overlapsbetween ranges. The only concession to the British wayofdoing thingsis a gradual cutover
from overtime payments to companycars, there are no otherdistinctions between processworkers and white collar.

Questions from the Floor
Does Nissan have an OR Department?
☜No. Maybe the OR philosophy does not sit comfortably with the Japanese ☁consensus☂style of problem solving☝

What about bonus systems, share option schemes and so on?
☜A definite ☁no☂ to piecework on a day-to-day basis, but a probable ☁yes☂ on the broaderscale. This sort of thing is still several years down the road, and is a secondaryconsideration.☝
Can the samestyle of managementbe introduced anywhereother than on a green-field site
(e.g. Fords)? What single change would you make?
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☜Top level management muststrategically plan its employee relations. Where do they want
to be in 10 years time? Is harmonization achievable/desirable/inevitable? Let them get a
broad consensuswith the unions and thenstart working in a sensible co-ordinated way, not
the piecemeal haggling that goes on now. In 10 years time most companies will get there
anyway, having paidall the costs and reaped noneofthe benefits.☝
Can Nissan keep to their aims and objectives in timesofstress as well as on the ☁upside☂?
☜Thefirst thingis that all employees should havereal information on where the companyis.
Understanding is always better than ignorance and suspicion. At Nissan thereis an agreed
4 weeks notice oftermination ofthe guaranteed week;in virtually all recent cases by the end
of 4 weeks thelayoff was no longer necessary☝
How doesthe small working groupaffect job satisfaction?
☜In general positively, although the very simplified production might workthe other way.
As long as you haveflexibility, it matters muchless that you go for highly automatedplant.☝
What about component supplies?
☜Typically in the UK onesupplier supplies all the manufacturers. The Japanese wayis to
have one supplier per manufacturer, often financially linked. This leads to a long-term
relationship, and the manufacturer can insist on quality control and research and
developmentby the suppliers. A pre-requisite of the ☁just in time☂ philosophyis that there
is no ☁goods inwards☂ inspection.☝
Whatabout career developmentand ☁aspirations☂ in the very flat job structure?
☜The structure does cause problems, but a combination of broad salary ranges and rapid
growth (phase-2 will treble output) meansthatit is a potential problem only! Thesort that
can beleft until 1995☝!

Postscript
Phase-2 ofthe Nissan developmentwasstill to be agreed when Peter Wickensgavehis talk.
It was formally announced early in November,andthescale of the operation exceededall
expectations.
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GENERAL ARTICLES
This section of VECTORis oriented towards readers who may neither know APL,nor be
interested in learning it. However we hope youare curious about how, under the right
conditions, such impressive results can emerge so quickly from APL programmers.
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Introduction to GeneralArticles
by David Preedy

This issue, we havethree general articles covering a variety of topics.
Katie Williamson and Geoff Wells, of Imperial Group, bring us up-to-date on how toget
the best out of the growing number of databases that are now available. Their article
examines the growing range of database services and gives some useful technical advice to
others who may want face the same problems.
Oursecondarticle is written by Martyn Adams of Metapraxis. Martyn explains why his
experiencein developing high-quality graphics systemshas led him to reject the concept of
G.K.S. as a suitable standard for developing such software.
Finally, we rejoin Anthony Camacho☂sseries which indicates how APLprovides Steps
towards a better BASIC. This issue he explorestheareaofsorting.
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External Databases
by Katie Williamson and Geoff Wells

Introduction
This paper describes the experience of Imperial Group Head Office in using external
databases. A coupleofyears ago they were hardly usedatall; they now forma keypartofthe
operations of several departments. The purposeofthis paper is the modestoneoflisting
someofthe main usesthat we makeofdatabases to ensure that VECTORreadersare aware
of the new possiblities.

The explosive increase in the use of databases seemsto have occurred for 3 main reasons:
@ there are now many moredatabases available.
m the meansof accessing them is much improved
m there is a general trend in companies to put more emphasis on the external world. This

has importantimplications for managementservicesin that the data one needs to handle
is not now confinedto internally generated material.

It is possible to access information on:
晳@ several years☂ editions of newspapers
晳@ company accounts
m晳 companyshareprices
@ Governmentstatistics
m Legalcase histories
m@ Abstractsofarticles
How does one access the databases?
We have experienced several methods of physical access; firstly using specific hardware
supplied by the database vendor and equipped with special function keys; secondly using a
general terminalor micro such as the IBMPC,thirdly using a large micro to download data
from the bureauprior to internal manipulation and fourthly taking data ona regularbasis
via a floppy disc.
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We have found that some departmentsneedaccess to several databases andthe second of
the alternativesis proving the most popular. A small menuhas been written for the IBM PC
so that the user merely indicates which database he needs and then the autodial modem
connects him to the appropriate database. This is clearly less cumbersome than having
many dedicated terminals and usually quite a bit cheaper. Traditionally dial up services
have been available using V21 modems running at 300 baud (30 characters per second).
Most bureaux now support V22 modems which run at 1200 baud (120 c.p.s.) and this
represents a significant improvement when the volume of data transmission is at all
significant.
Oneof the major problemswith dialling into databases throughthetelephone networkis
the occurrence of noise leading to the possible loss or corruption of data. One method of
avoiding this is to use an additional box called an error corrector (costing about £400)
alongside the modem. This normally works well. The snagis that relatively few bureaux
supportthis facility, and those that do have not adopted onestandarderror corrector.
However our experience using the Tulsedata error corrector into the IP Sharp databases
has been most encouraging. A further methodoferror avoidanceis to use the PSS network
ofBT. This ensures error-free transmission once youare into their network(bydialling into
the nearest PSS node). Errors canstill happen between your terminaland the nearest node
and wehave foundthis to be a problem.A further problem has been the overloading ofthe
PSS nodes suchthat one receives the engaged tone whendialling in. All of these problems
have been overcome by the purchase of a PSS PAD (for around £3000). This piece of
hardwareis linked by private wire to the PSS network and givesinstant accessto the bureau
with no transmission problems. This system gives mostbenefit for multiple users accessing
multiple databases, but one does not need a heavy usageto justify the convenienceofhaving
a PAD.At oneofoursites we havealso been able to make use ofour modern PABX and we
haveinstalled Dataplugs. These are cheaper than modemsand enable the user to work on
one phoneextension ♥ he is able to use this for voice while at the same time accessing
databases through the Dataplug and the PAD PSS.
In brief, one is now able to go to a terminal andpress one button and select the database of
one☂s choice andgetaccess (phone numbers, passwordsetc. are stored in one☂s machine).
Thisis all possible but it does need specialist knowledge to set up in view ofthediffering
protocols ofeach service. Gone are the days oflooking up phone numbersandpressing data
buttons!
APLand Databases
Mostof the Group Head Office access is done by non-technicians whoare happyto take the
data in whatever form the bureaux supplies it. Bureaux differ in their user friendliness but
mostof them are satisfactory for the regularuserif a little daunting for the irregular user.
Our main experience with APL has been with IP Sharp. This bureau is especially suitable
for access by APL users. We access IP Sharp through our MicroAPL Spectrum andpull off
the data we require. Getting hold of the data in a form where we can manipulate the
numbersis very easy. We regularly pull off data on share prices of our own (and other)
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companies and wealso can access the government CSOStatistics (example enclosed) whichare held for some series by UK region. We hope to use ourgraphicalfacility on this toproduce mapsof the UK shaded accordingto regional data. Thereis also a wealth of other
databases (e.g. Singapore Stock Exchange prices!).
Which databases do we use?
Our most popular databases are

IP Sharp ♥ toextract share prices and economicdata
Lexis ♥ heavy usage in our Legal Dept.
Textline ♥ tosearch newspaperarticles
Datastream ♥ companyaccounts
Dialog

We also makeuse of many other systemsincluding
Datastar, Microexstat, Dunnsprint, Jordans.
Thecost structure of the bureaux vary widely as dothelikely bills. With Textline one pays
an annualfee and thecost therefore does not vary with usage. For others one paysas one
goeseither on a purely connecttime or a combinationofconnect and CPUtime.In general
the costs are modest butit is possible to knock up very heavy bills when searching through
someofthe larger databases. Manyorganisations are nowdialling up databases for only
short periods to pull off data for local manipulation and bureaux are modifying their
operations and charging structure as a consequence.

Getting started
More and more companies are nowoffering databases and their range is expandingall the
time. It pays therefore to study the market, contact other users or join the On-line
Information Centre (phone 01-430-2502). Whatever systems you use it is well worth
addressing the issue of mechanics and communicationsearly on in order to avoid the
frustrations ofpoorlines.
We hopethatthis article has helped stimulate someinterest in databases, whether you want
to know theshareprice history ofBritish Telecom,all newspaperreferences to your MPin
thelast year, or find articles on an obscuretopic.
Database access is now very easy compared with a few years ago when you needed both the
patience of Job and theskills of a telecommunicationsengineer.

P.S. Since writing this article, we have discovered someserious inaccuracies with the share price
datafrom I.P. Sharp and as a result we understand the service is being withdrawn.
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WhyGKSis unsuitable for Business Graphics
by Martyn Adams

Abstract.
Thisarticle is aimed at anyone whowrites business graphicssoftware. It describes someof
thefailings ofGKS for business applications and gives some hard earned advice on graphics
design. It is not aimed at engineers or technical graphics designers whose problems of
pictorial representation are slightly different from those working in the business
community.
This article is based on research and developmentinto business graphics generation and
presentation. The problems encountered with GKShighlight an important design flaw in
the use of GKS concepts for business graphics. Thealternatives proposed are currently
under development.

Introduction.
RESOLVEis a Corporate Control System written in APL. It runs on the IBM PC AT and
manyof its clones. One of the main features of the system is its ability to generate high
quality graphics from a large multi-dimensional database. RESOLVEalso needsto support
a broad range of high quality graphics devices which, invariably, communicate by using
different protocols.
This paper highlights some of the problems found in using GKS to produce business
graphics on devices of differing architecture, and outlines proposals for an alternative
approachto designing device drivers.

The Problem with GKS.
☜The wonderfulthing about Tiggersis,

Tiggers are wonderfulthings.☝
Practically every sort of graphics device has its own graphics language. Some
manufacturers are trying to standardise the waytheir devices talk and somehave developed
their own graphics languages, such as HPGL (Hewlett-Packard Graphics Language).
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Unfortunately few graphics devices actually have exactly the same capabilities. Screens
may beableto display 2, 4, 8, 16, 256 or any other numberofcolours simultaneously. Pen
plotters certainly findit difficult to draw 256 colours from a palette of4096, but they have
far better resolution than screens. Screens can dynamically change colours being displayed
butplotters find that impossible of course. Screensare usually raster scan devices whereas
plotters are vector scanned. Aspectratios are different for many devices, and so on.
GKSwas developed as a standard method ofdescribing graphics pictures. In theory one
can write a graphics program to generate a GKSfile and then use a device driverto read that
GKSfile and generate a graph,pie-chart or whatever, on any appropriate device. Ofcourse,
IBM has implemented their version of GKS on the IBM PC andcalled it VDI (Virtual
Device Interface), VDI supports the PGS(Professional Graphics System), EGA (Enhanced
Graphics Adapter) and the usual IBM colour/graphics adapter, all of which are graphics
cards whichslot into IBM PCs.
GKSfor Business Graphics
GKShasonebasic flaw.It is too simple. It enables you to define lines, polygons, piecharts,
boxesand so forth but whenyou try to draw an oval on twodifferent devices then the cracks
start appearing. Ovals can appearupright on one device but sideways on another which has
a different aspectratio and perhapsno viewportfacility. Similarly, some devices havefixed
charactersizes or, particularly in the caseof screens, allow only multiples of the minimum
character size. You can easily draw a box and easily write text to the device, but GKS
doesn☂t let you draw a box that fits neatly around yourtext.
Plotters on the other hand can allow truly variable character sizes and can even allow
slanted and rotated text whichis difficult if not impossible for some screens, In fact some
plotters even allow proportional character spacing! Try putting a GKSspecified box
around them! Laser printers further confuse theissue by introducing newattributes, such
as changing typefaces, whilst other graphics printers have yet anotherset.
I suspect GKShas been adoptedasthe lowestlevel of compatability which manufacturers
are preparedto accept. It does notoffer user-level compatability, but instead gives them a
marketing claim to standardisation. This may help them shift boxes, but does nothelp us
createeffective graphics. Perhapsa higherlevel ofGKS would solvea lot ofthese problems
♥icon definition perhaps. Butthis is yet a long wayoff.

Defining the problem.
Whydoes GKSnotresolve the problemsofdisplaying pictorial images? Theproblemis not
with the hardware or the software or even within GKS, The problem arises because GKS
does not match the concepts used when drawing graphs. We do not draw a massoflines and
shading which happen to make up a graph. We draw a graph which happensto comprise a
mass of lines and shading. GKS solves the wrong problem! When we draw a graph
presenting a picture of cash flow or stock holdings, we are trying to pictorially represent a
problem ina standard form so that a user can interpretit. It is the picture which conveysthe
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message and therefore it is the picture which is all important; not the colours andthicknessesofthe lines drawn.It wouldbe niceifthe device drawsthe pictureto the bestofits ability though ♥ the better the quality of the image then theclearer the message.
The purposeof a device driver should beto acceptonly the informationit needs to displaya specific picture. Then it should generate that picture using the most appropriatetechniques available for the device for which it was written. A new data stream with anadditionalset of data may cause a screen driver with 256 colours to shade a histogram in anew special colour whereasa plotter driver with no new colours may adopt a new shadingpattern instead.
These sorts of decision on data presentation have to be made specifically by the devicedriver concerned and cannotsuccesfully be generalised. This approachalso lets the driveroptimise performanceto the particular characteristics of the device it supports. A plotterdriver may minimise the elapsed time taken to draw a graph by drawing each colour at atime ♥ thus reducing the numberofslow pen-changes mid-graph. Drawing overlaid bars ona chartis easy on a screen whereeach bar simply overwrites anything drawnearlier; it needsmorecareful planning ona plotter so as to ensure that the backgroundbarsare doctored toleave gapsfor bars thatwill be drawnin front.
This does not meanthat graphs should bedifferent on each device. When youdisplay

a

bar-chart on a screen and press the HARDCOPYbutton you should not watchtheplotter drawa pie-chart. The graph formats should be designedso as to be recognisably the same graphon whatever device is chosen. It is up to the device driver, however, to understandthatifthe selected device can only display large characters, then extra space needs to be madeforthetitles, labels and headingsbefore the coreofthe graphitself is drawn. The device drivermay even makethe decision to move headingsandtitles to anotherarea onthedisplayif itfindsthatit has not got enough room for them wherethey are normally drawn.
An alternative approach, apart from completely redefining GKS, would be to encode the IFstatementwithin GKSfiles for the GKS device drivers to dynamically interpret. One mightthen program:

IF COLOUR 27 AVAILABLE THEN SET COLOUR TO 27 ELSE SET SHADING PATTERN TO COARSEDASHED MODE 3 AND LINE TYPE TO 11.

This would be interpreted by GKS device drivers which would take the correct action. Ofcourse this can become very complex codeifyou wantto determine global coordinatesfor
a circle on a device with an horrendousaspect ratio. Then you decideto stick text in themiddle of it and suddenly your GKS device driver becomes a commandinterpreter bigger
than the application program which generatedthe graphin thefirst place.
Whist this approach might workin theory,I think conditional coding in GKSfiles is a deadend approachto true device independence.
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Solving the problem.
Theearlier discussion has shown that a device driver needs to know aboutan image as a
wholebefore it can start creating that image on a particular device. In this case we have to
code separately each combination of image and device.
Thecontents ofthe file created by the graphics software and given to the device driver are
very different from the GKS standard. GKS requires the specification of each polyline,
polygon ortext output that will constitute thefinished chart. Our new drivers take as input
a selection from thestyles of chart available, the values of the data-series to be graphed, the
descriptions of those series and the standardstyles to be used for each one. The driver has
to carry outall the stages of processing to convertthis information into a picture.
This means that the driver can no longer be a small and relatively simple program for
drawinglines and polygons like the GKS-compatiable device drivers, but mustbe a large
and fairly complex program whichcalculates optimum colour usage, charactersize, line
thickness, text positioning, and so on.

In orderto facilitate this we haveto introduce a new concept which wehavecalled Standard
Styles. A StandardStyle is the preferred combinationofcolour,line-type, marker-type and
shading-pattern that should be used to represent a particular typeofdata. For instance, we
maydecide to represent budgetdata as standard 137, whichis definedas green,using a dot-
dashline pattern, with asterisks as markers and vertical, densely-packed shadingfor area-
fill. This standard will apply acrossall charts generated by the system. Whenever we want
to draw a specific chart on a specific device, the device driver has to matchall the standards
required by the data with the capabilities of the equipment; if the device cannot support
enough coloursfor the chart, then compensating changes may have to be madeto line-
types, markers andfill-patterns to ensure that the dataseries are clearly distinguishable.
Eventhis is a simplification, as we have to handle issues such as the backgroundcolour.
Standard Colour0 is the same colour as the device background (white for normal paper,
transparentfor foils, black for screens, etc.); Standard Colour | is the opposite of 0 (black
for white paper, white for screens). The other Standard Colours have two specifications
(e.g. their RGB - Red Green Blue ♥and intensity); one is the ideal choice on a device with
a black background, the other for a white background.It is up to a device driver to select
from its palette the combination of colours which mostclosely match the requirements of
the chart.
All of this requires yet another design exercise. You mustfirst define exactly what your
graphs should look like. Business userslike to use standard formats, ones with which they
are already familiar, so it is often quite easy to get a specification from them ofthe sort of
graphlayout they prefer. Your own input wouldbeto try to clarify the messagesthe graph
conveysby, for instance, removing spuriousinformation. A graph that takes more than 5
seconds to understand is next to useless. Different messages may require different graph
formats but there are (mercifully) fewsignificantly different graph formats.
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Oneofthe benefits of this standardisation is that it helps managersto interpret charts morequickly andaccurately. Youare forcedto offer a limited rangeofchart formats; butthis letsyoudesign each onecarefully in order to makeits pointeffectively.
For example, red is probably best avoidedin a financial context. A manager whosees a red
line immediately associates it with bad news and this may bias his interpretation of the
graph. Budgets are always be presented in their standard style; so are actual data and
forecasts. This meansthata user viewing a long term forecast chartwill not have to reorient
himself to a new colour scheme when helooks at an historical chart. Incidentally, even
senior managerscan beafflicted with colour blindnessso it makes sense to draw lines using
different line-types as well as different colours.
After the initial work of specifying your standard colours, line types and so on, and then
specifying your standard graph formats, writing the device drivers should be relatively
easy. The graphicswill be of better quality than GKS-generated ones andwill probably be
generated faster. The users will appreciate the ability to get good quality graphs on any
supported device butwill probably not appreciate the amountofwork you put intoit.

Disadvantagesofthis approach.
I have outlined why weare developing an alternative approach to GKS. It is, like GKS, a
compromise and so has some associated disadvantages. There are three major problems:
m the device drivers will require considerably more code than under GKS;theywill also

have to be written by ourselves, rather than supplied by the hardware manufacturer;
@ the range ofequipment supported by any system will be restricted; in practicethis is less

of a problem as most organisations have standardised oncertain typesofkit;
@ the range of types of chart supported by any system will be restricted; this is almost

always goodpractice in any caseasit prevents users be bombardedwith totally new chart
formats every time they use the system; however it would plainly be unacceptable in
someother application areas.

This approach will introduce a degree of resistance to frequent requests to support new
devices or make major changes to graph formats. You will have to changeall of the device
drivers for that graph in order to keep them in line. It is worth designing someflexibility
into the device drivers so that they can acceptoptionssuch as ☁2 to a page☂ or HEBREW
character sets or wheteverif the need arises. Fortunately the device drivers can be easily
generalised with higher level languages such as APL.
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Exploring other possibilities.
It is interesting to note that the intermediate files containing data for the device drivers
actually contain the source data from the database. Eye-ball checking of the data for
accuracy is possible. Line definitions and viewport specifications and palette settings are
not present in thatfile since all of that low-level specification (that currently has to be
specified outside GKS)is now generated in the devicedriver.
Later developments will probably include a Graph Definition Database (GDD) whichall of
the device drivers can interrogate when drawing their graphs to examine how the☁ideal☂
graph should look. The device drivers can then be generalised to accept manydifferent
formsof graphicspictures,ali ofwhich are maintainedby the user on his GDD.Asthedata
in the intermediate file is so close to the real source data then it should be possible to
generalise the data extraction routinesprior to graph generation.
Finally . . . 1 probably need to explain why I quoted from ☁Winnie The Pooh☂ at the
beginning. Just because GKS salesmen and engineerssay it is a wonderful thing doesn☂t
meanthat GKSnecessarily is a wonderful thing for business graphics programmers. In my
view it hasits uses but not in properpictorial representation.It is a crude attemptat getting
completely different devices to draw similarly, and for that it is by far the simplest and
perhapsonly alternative in a world where we have such different machineswith different
characteristics. The approach we are developing for defining device drivers is far less
flexible than GKSin the short term andis unlikely ever to support as wide a rangeofdevices
as GKS. Howeverit will provide faster, better quality pictures for our users and in the
future maylead to generalised graphics displays from generalised data extracts. Thathas to
be the way forward.
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Steps toward a better BASIC
by Anthony Camacho

In thisfurther extractfrom Anthony Camacho☂s series ofarticles aimed at introducing the delights ofAPL to BASIC users,the facilitiesfor sorting in the two languages are compared.
This article is reproduced with the kind permission ofDATALINK magazine.

A High Grade SORTofLanguage

Sorting in APL and BASIC
In Sinclair BASIC T$(3)is the third character in the string T$. In APL A[3] is the thirditem in the one dimensional array A, which could hold a string of letters or a row ofnumbers. APL can deal with as many dimensionsas you like so A[1;3] is the third item inthe first row of a table. If the index is omitted the symbols refer to the whole of theunspecified dimension. So A{;3]is the third value in every row and A[1;] is the whole ofthefirst row.
Indexingpartsof arrayslike this is a powerful wayofsorting them.IfA contains: 5 7 1 29 8 6 3 4 then A[3] is the smallest item, A[4] is next, A[8] next and so on. APL allows arow ofitemsin an index so A[3 4 8 9 1 7 2 6 5] will give a sorted version of A.
APLhasa function called ☁grade☂ which creates just such an index. The symbollookslike atriangle with a verticalline throughit; if the pointof the triangleis upit is called ☁upgrade☂and producesan index in ascending order; if the pointof the uiangle is downitis called☁downgrade☂ and theindexis in descending order.

4571299694A§71298634@ 4 IS UPGRADE 9 IS DOWNGRADE4A348917265
YA562719843ASA)123456749Alta]987654321
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So much for the standard BASIC exercise ☁Write a program to sort ten numbers into
numerical order☂ ♥ five symbols on oneline! This approachto sorting is not only brief but
fast too. On a run of the mill Z80 micro it took eleven secondsto sort a thousand random
integers into order. My APL can hold numbers in IBM 64-bit double precision form; a
thousand ofthese took 22 secondsto sort. The indexing methodof sorting works equally
well onletters, but to prepare the indextheletters have to be converted to numerical form.
The DAVIfunction used below converts a characterinto the decimalvalueofits 8-bit code.
This showsthe unshuffling of an alphabet.

B
TICKPUEMDVSQRAGFAZNLOBHYIW

aDAVT B
14 22.3.9 7 16 15 23 2 25 4 20 8 19

21.5 12 13 1116 10 26 17 26
18

BlaUAvT 8]
ABCDEFGHISKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

Butof course usually it is not so muchletters that need sorting as words. Some versionsof
APL haveversionsofupgrade and downgrade whichwill do this, They create an index to
the rows in a two dimensionalarray of characters. Theyalso allow you to specify the order
in which the characters are to be sorted. On theleft of the grade symbolis a character
variable (the collating sequence) and ontherightofit the table of characters to be indexed
by rows.
Thefollowingis an elementary example. Note the ☁;]☂ to pick up the wholeofeach row. Five
rowsis all there is room for here but the advantagereally showswith large wordlists. An
array of four hundred five-letter words picked at random took 8 seconds!

a A CONTAINS THE NORMALCOLLATING SEQUENCE8 B CONTAINS FIVE WORDSBCHAIRTABLESHELPSTOOLBCASE BLAM;BCASECHAIRSHELFSTOOLTABLE

Oneofthe nice things aboutthis is that you aren☂t restricted to putting thefield you took the
index from into order. You can sortthe sales figures into product numberorder or the
product numbersinto order based on last monthssales. If yourfile has large records and
you can☂t hold them allin memory you only need space for the keys in memory and then you
can extract a record at a time in gradedorder from thedisk.
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TECHNICAL SECTION
This section of VECTORis aimed principally at those of our readers who already know
APL.It will contain itemsto interest people with differing degrees of fluency in APL.
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Technical Editorial: More on APL2
byJonathan Barman and David Ziemann

Weare starting to get feedback from you on APL2.In this issue we are pleasedto includetwoverydifferent views ♥ a reportofthe problemsmigrating to APL2 and a lookat the joysof APL2 operators.
The mostextensively used new feature of the language mustsurely be the ☁each☂ operator,
which loops through an array applying a function to eachofits items. Of course, it☂sstill
early days, but already we're getting a feel for how ☁each☂is being used; in onesenseit takes
all the clever bits out of APL, as one user commented. APL often attracts those who enjoy
beingintellectually stimulated,andif there☂sa faint possibility that a problem can be solved
without looping they will spend hours searching for an arcane parallel construct. With the
new operator the looping solution can be codeddirectly by using a defined function with
☁each☂. In this way the thought processes of ordinary mortals can be implemented in the
most obvious way. Even so, we expectthat there will be plenty of amazing code written inAPL2!
What aboutthe question ofAPL2 CPUrequirements? Has anyone madeanystudies yet? In
general, nested arrays will need more CPU and memory,andthe old problem of equating
the costofpeople with the cost ofhardware resurfaces, Good programmersare getting more
and moreexpensive, while the hardware(and software?)is getting relatively cheaper, butif
a big new machineis required to run the languagethencareful evaluationis called for. The
argumenthasn☂t really changed ♥

Thecost of running a system includesthe costofits development, and APL2 can be
expected to show an overall improvement in manycases.

Whatof the future of APL2? There are some encouragingsignsthatlinks to the APL2
environmentare attracting users of other programming languages to APL2.In particular,
the ability to access ISPF service routines through a shared variable, and the SQL/DB2
database should causeusers ofthose productsto take a serious look at APL2.Also the ☁name
association☂ feature of the newly announced Release 2 of APL2 furtherincreasestheability
of APL2to communicate with its environment. The quadNAsystem function allows you to
treat an external program asif it were a defined function within the APL2 workspace ♥a
very powerful feature. (That☂s how IBM providethevaluable☁partitioned-enclose☂facility,
sadly missing from the base product).
Anotherbig boost for APL2 would beits availability on a personal computer,andit shouldnow be possible to run APL2 under VMon an AT/370. If only IBM cankeeptheprice ofthe software low enough this mightbe the route to the mass market we'veall been waitingfor.
We hope that VECTORwill becomea useful forum for discussing APL2,so please shareyour views and discoveries with the otherreaders. If you☂ve found any incompatibilities
from VS APL, or bugs in APL2 we'dlike to hear from youtoo.
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Technical Correspondence
This columnfeaturesletters which are unlikely to interest readers who do not already knowAPL.Writers are requested to observe the requirementsfor the inclusion ofAPL code in VECTOR.Allcorrespondence should be addressed to the Editor, who will forward technical letters to thetechnicaleditorial team.

From John Sullivan 30th August 1985
Sir: Surely there must be a better way? Why didn☂t you ask methis before!
Seriously, though, I enclose some code which, on the face of, seemsto satisfy Andrew
Wiggins☂ problem from Vol 2 No. 1. I☂m sorry this doesn☂t match Greg Mateja☂s 12-1
comments/statementsratio but as you know we programmershate writing documentation.
Yoursfaithfully,
John Sullivan,
Research Officer,
Statistics & Market Research Section,
Business DevelopmentDivision,
National Westminster Bank PLC,
41 Lothbury, London, EC2P 2BP.

Editor: John☂s solution is published in ☁Surely There Must Be a Better Way☂. Never mindFohn,
10-1 isn☂t bad either.

From John Buckland 27th August 1985
Sir: I was browsing through VECTOR (July, 1985), enjoying myfirst issue as a new
member, when I saw a chance to give my favourite function ☁maximum scan☂ another
airing.
You maylike to offer the function REDUCE, of which I enclose a listing, to Andrew
Wiggins. It seems to meetthe needsof his accounting problem which is described on page
97 under the heading ☁Surely There Must Be a Better Way☂!
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The function is just bare bones. I have omitted normal checks for empty and unequal
vectors and so on, so as not to obscureits main point.
Lhopethisis ofinterest.
Yours Sincerely,
John Buckland,
Westwood,
9 Grove Road,
Camberely,
Surrey, GU1S 2DN.
Editor: John☂sfunction ts reproduced in ☁Surely There Must Be a Better Way☂.

From D Horton 22 October 1985
Sir: I enclose my solution to the competition ☁Wrap Up☂. I wasinterestedin this problem as
Thad previously faced the analogoustask of inserting page headingsinto a continous block
oftext, certain lines ofwhich muststart on a new page.

I failed then and nowtofind a non-looping solution to the problem ofnotending a page
(line) halfway through a block of information (word). I shall await publication of the
solutionswith interest.
Yoursfaithfully,
D.J. Horton,
Budget Manager,
Pfizer Limited,
Sandwich,
Kent, CT13 9NJ.

From Phil Last 2nd September 1985
Sir: Sour grapes notwithstandingI shouldlike to point out a few discrepancies in Dave
Ziemann☂s competition result: Test YourSkill.
The winning entry, as printed, does notfulfill the problem as specified. Noris it correctly
described in the text below it. Noris the text belowit correctinitself,
Thelist ofprimes must be extended to includethe tenth prime,viz. 29, in order to process10 skills.
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The description refers to the required numberofprimesbeing,in origin zero, oneplusthe
highest skill number. The code actually contains oneless than the highest skill number.
The required numberofprimesis actually equalto the highestskill number,in origin zero,
one or minusninety-ninefor that matter.
Theuseoforigin zero does not provide a neat way of ignoring the zeros used for padding.
It provides a normal way ofavoidingeitheran indexerrororthe addition ofquad-IO to each
array. The leading one in the vector of primesis a (fairly) neat way of ignoring the zeros
usedfor padding. Theindexingis a mappingofskills onto primes.Zerois nota skill, oneis
not a prime.
Sincerely,
Phil Last,
19 Stanley Road,
Lower Edmonton,
London N9.
Editor: Glad we☂ve got that straight!

From Phil Last 2nd September 1985
Sir: I wrote the functions documented below several weeks ago following the production of
an ad hocfix to an unacceptablyslow database indexingroutine.
At the time they were envisagedas a stop-gapsolution util we upgraded to VS APLrelease
4.
I then tried them out on a version of release 4 we had that someone had inadvertantlyleft
lying around and foundthat there was no improvementin the primitives my functions are
designed to replace. Performance of these functions wasstill far better where it counts.
Well perhaps APL2 would improve matters! Not according to ☁INTERLINK☂(Published
by Interprocess SystemsInc.) whereit is reported thatall the relevantprimitives are slower
with the villains of this piece being among the worst.
The problem was caused bythe poor performance of membership and dyadiciota on long
numeric vectors.
We had a DUPSOUTfunction using thetraditional algorithm:
COVAV= tev) /¥

which was very slow whenthe vector was large and contained many unique elements.
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It seemed that a partition operation on the ordered vector could also do the job (possibly
quicker) and hence this cumbersome looking DUPSOUT. :

R*DUPSOUT VilRe(LET LS (C1401 4L) LeVOL I) LAL*AVI/¥

In short the negative not-equals difference of the sorted vectoris re-sorted by the ranking
vector and applied as a compression ontheoriginal.
The ensuing benefits are heavily dependent on the length of, and the distribution and
frequency of the elements within, the argument. Butfor vectorsoflength greater than 300
elements with average frequency of less than two the new algorithm starts to show
significant speed up.Bythe timelengthis $000 with 2500 unique elementsthenewis taking
1 cpu second compared with 17 seconds for the old.
Taking the max scan ofthe product of the dupsout boolean with its index set produces a
replication index vector to be applied after re-sorting to the upgrade vector.
R*DYOTA VibRRC (PAL ip L+L2714 (141th) .L+VER1)CAR+dV7)

Thisresult is identical with that ofdyadic iota when both argumentsare the same. To apply
the sametechniqueto differing arguments requires only catenation ofthe two,selection of
that partof the result referring to the rightargumentand controlling the maximum value of
the result.
R+V DIOTA AzLR+(pA)p (OLO+pVILRLCPALx ipL+Le16L+LIR})C (pV) sadRedlev, Al]

Again a membership function does the same but comparesindices with the element count
ofthe right argument returningthatpart referring to theleft.

RA MEMBER B;L;S;010Oxro+1R+(pA)pSZRE (I ALKtpLeLe14 (1+ 71th) -L+LCR1)£ (S+*/pB)+bRebl+(.B). AT]

Theselast two functions show similar speed up characteristics to those of the DUPSOUT
algorithm above. The primitives perform well when either argumentis small or theleft
argument of dyadic iota or the right of membership contains many well dispersed
duplicates, and mostof the other argumentis actually containedin thetarget.
Nevertheless the overhead of upgrade, drop, max scan and indexing can be counted in a
few milliseconds while the speed advantage gained with less convenient data must be
counted in seconds.
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An aside: As coded DUPSOUTprobably won☂t work on APL*PLUS/PC becauseof the re-assignment to L while the upgrade ofL is still pending and theotherfunctions will probably produce value error on left of the index brackets as itsvalue is assigned within them.
To conclude, the two functions DIOTA and MEMBERareeither immensely superior inperformanceto the primitives (up to 12 timesasfast in somecases, on IBM APL☂satleast)or are not significantly worse, depending onthesize and structure of the arguments. Nomention has been madeso far butit should befairly apparentthat they will work only forsimple numeric arrays. In VS/APL-3 a conditional branchafter a test on data typetoa linewhich merely runs the primitive adds 2 millisecondsto the executionof the code.
WhatI really can☂t understand is how I can run upgradetwiceandstill outstrip the machine
code when the desired results could easily be (but manifestly aren☂t) temporary values
thrownoutof the upgradeitself.
And why IBM (andothers) haven☂t done anything aboutthis before?
Sincerely,
Phil Last,
19 Stanley Road,
Lower Edmonton,
London N9.

Editor: We hope the code has been reproduced correctly, lengthy lines ofAPL can be difficult tocopy. Phil's comment about runninggrade-up twice andstill comingoutfaster canbe explained bythe fact that the time takenfor sorting is approximately linear; double the number ofelements andthe cpu time will be only a little more than double. Searching in the way dyadic iota is implementedwill tend to increase with the square of the number of elements. These functions are goodcandidatesfor the ☁Surely There MustBe a Better Way☂ column. Has anyone got a solution thateliminates the second grade-tup?
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Prize Competition Result: Wrap Up
by David Ziemann

Theproblem wasto write a function «WRAP» whichcanfold delimited longlinesasfollows:
+S¢TIN PARADISE☂, cz, 'HERONS*,cr,"APPROACH FROM THE LEFT.?IN PARADISE

HERONS
APPROACH FROM THE LEFT.

10 0 WRAP cr,8IN PARADIS
E
HERONS
APPROACH F
ROM THE LE
FT,

11 2 WRAP cr,$
IN PARADISE
HERONS
APPROACH FROM THE LE

FT.

The delimiter used to separate the lines is determined by thefirst characterof the vectorright argument. Theleft argument specifies the required width and the indentation forfolded lines.
So what were the results like? One entry was disqualified because folded lines werethemselvesallowed to exceed the required width limit. Two solutions were disqualified forassumingthatthe delimiter was a carriage return character, one inlcuded a reference to theVS APL system variable quadTC(not standard-conforming) and onereferred to a globalvariable «cr.
This well commented solution was sent in by Heinz Reutersberg from Cologne in WestGermany:

Vv OUT+N WRAPHR S; P;O1t0

 

Ci] om VECTOR 2 1 LOS: WRAP TEXT 148 TO L4N COLUMNS, USING DELIMITER(2] a CHARACTER +S AND 1+N INDENTATION BLANKS FOR FOLDED LINESC3] A CO<1#N), (O514N), (O<-/N) ARE ASSUMED BUT NOT CHECKED(4) Uro+o[5] Pe(S=1tS)/ipse,sC6] Le1+(14P,pS)-PC7] rel tne (-/N) ei PCCT/L)- LEN) 4-/N24 WNC38) Pe(,Lo.>I)/,Po.+1Co] ourer+(S," LCoS) LAC 19S). ((14l4N) xpP)p PIC10] OUTCP+(ipP)xlelenielts
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which producesthe desired results. Zeke Hoskin from Vancouverin Canada extendedthe
problem specification to optionally fold lines on word breaks, thereby simultaneously
satisfying the competition requirements as well as Mark Bassett☂s Surely There Must be a
Better Way problem from VECTOR 2.1. The word break option is specified as the third
elementoftheleft argument, which instructs the function to perform word breaking within
that distance from the end ofthe line fragment. Here are some samples, using Zeke☂s own
sample text:

¥ VEC+WI1B WRAPZH VEC;P;B00;DELIM;010;W;1; 5; LEN; LONG; BRK; DEPTH; FOUND; MASK , NX
C1] aA wrap character vector to specified width, indenting and breaking
(23 aA preferentially at blanks
{3] avVEC=a character vector delimited by lst character
C4] aWIB=vidth of output(not counting delimiters},sindentation,blankdepth俉5] a where blankdepth = how far from right-hand end of line to seek a blank
C6] a Indentation and blankdepth default to 0(7) Olo+l © wibe3+,w1B O Wew1BL1]  1+W1BL2] © BewIBC3] © DELLM+VECCIJ(83 TOP: A each pass breaks a given line at most once£9] P+BOO/1pBO0+VEC=DELIM(103 ameasure line lengths and quit if none is greater than W
C11] +C¥/LONG+W<LEN+(1+P, 1+ pVEC)~P4+1)40[123 acreate matrix of beginnings of tines to be brokenC13} MX+VECE(P+LONG/P)o.+1We1](14} abreak before iast blank(that's why (w+l)ch char included)(15) BRK+P+W-(FOUND+DEPTHSB+1) xDEPTH++/A\gMxz! *
£16] asince replicate is not in all APLs, construct expansion maskC17] HASK+(pVEC)p0 © MASK[BRK)+1[18] MASK+1,MASK4(( (Cp BRK), I)p1)},~FOUND
C19] MASK+(,MASK)/,1,¢(pVEC),I+1}p0
C20) VEC+MASK\VEC[21] VECCBRK+149~140,+\1+~FOUND]J+DELINC22] +ToP

VERSE*cr,'The beer was spilled',cr,'On the barroom floor"
VERSE+VERSE,.cr,s'And the joint waseclosed for the night☂
VERSE

The beer was spilledOn the barroom £loorAnd the joint was closed for the night

12 3 WRAPZK VERSE A Indent by 3, no blank search
The beer wasspilled
On the barro

om floorAnd the join
t was clo
sed for t
he night
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12 3 5 WRAPZH VERSE a Indent 3, break at blanks within 5 of limit
The beer wasspilled
On the

barroomfloorAnd the
joint was
closed
for thenight

12 0 5 WRAPZH VERSE A No indent, break at blanks within 5
The beer wasspilled
On thebarroomfloor
And thejoint was
closed forthe night
Notice that the function leaves a leading delimiter character on its result. The extra
generality of this function meansthatit runsa lot slower than Heinz☂s when ignoring word
breaks. By the way, the sample verse above wasn☂t the mostesoteric; one solution contained
a sample of what appears to be late 19th century romantic French poetry! (Thanks to D
Hortonforthat).
Maurice Jordan provides us with the following APL*PLUSnestedarray solution:

¥ TV*N WRAPNAPS TV;LINES
{1] A Solution for APL*PLUS nested array preductian system
[2] TV+DICNL,TV
C3] LINES+(TV=DTCNL)cTV A split into lines[4] LINES+(c24N) WRAPILINELINES A wrap each line[5] TV*l#>,/LINES a Reassemblev

V TV*N WRAPILINE TV;STARTS; LINES; INSERT
(1) a Wrap 1 line TV. N«2 integer vector (max length)(offset for new line}C27) +((t+an)2pTV)/0 a No need to do processing
(33 STARTS«(pTV)t1,(CINSERT+1+22N)t0),(pTV)p(--/N)tl a Where to wrap(4]  LINES*STARTSCTV A Split into new lines
Cs) LINES*LINES, CINSERT#OTCNL a Append insert to each line
Ce} TV+(-INSERT)+>,/LINES A Reassemble and drop last insert

Once you know what the symbols mean,it☂s a lot easier to understand thanthe standard
APLsolution, and was probablya lot easier to code too.
Prizesofthirty, ten and ten poundsrespectively go to Heinz Reutersberg, Zeke Hoskin andD Horton.
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Competition Update: Test your Skill
by David Ziemann

Maurice Jordan from British Airways has kindly sent in some timings for the skillsmatch
functions presented in VECTOR 2.1. Here are his results for Adrian Smith☂s looping
solution «SM, Maurice☂s own APL*PLUS nested arrays production system answer
«SMNAPSand the winning entry <SM10>. By the way, as Phil Last has correctly pointed
out, the function <SM1> requires the addition ofa 29 to the vector of prime numbersif 10
skills are to be correctly processed.

JOBS

wo
oo
w

mo
re

wo
or

g
wo

no
☂

co
ns

Ovr' sug"¥ Ze3B SHS CN; SK;LABrCT
SK*T/,JBZe((itpIB) ATPCN) psLOOP :*LAB+1+(SKpLOOP) ,END,CT*+1
ZeZA{ IBV. =CT)°.A(CNA.#CT)

END:+LAB[CT+CT+1]v
VR☂ SMNAPS*V Zed SHNAPS C
Zea/t(st)e.etl,0

v 10 TESTTIME 'Z*JOBS SK9 CONS☂
10 TESTTIME 'Z+JOBS SMNAPS CONS'
A But still the best
10 TESTTIME '2*JOBS S10 CONS!☂
ivr☂ séio"Vv Z+J SH10 C;P;DIO0
Oro+oP1235 7 11 13 17 19 232e0=(x/P[I])°,[x/P[C]v
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Prize Competition
Myother Car☂s a Porsche

by David Ziemann

In the Septemberissue of that excellent journal, the Communications of the ACM JonBentley presents a review of his round-up of ☁Bumper-sticker☂ advice on computing. Togive you a feel for what he received, here are some samples, firstly from the ☁Coding☂section:
☜The sooneryoustart to code, the longer the program will take.☝

Roy Carlson University of Wisconsin
☜If the code and comments disagree, then both are probably wrong.☝

Norm Schryer Bell Labs
☜If you have too many special cases, you are doing it wrong.☝

Craig Zerouni Computer FX Ltd, London, England
☜Don☂t get suckered in by the comments ♥ they can beterribly misleading. Debug only thecode.☝

Dave Storer Cedar Rapids, Iowa
Possibly of more interest to APLers are someof the ☁Performance☂rules:
☜The fastest algorithm can frequently be replaced by one thatis almost as fast and much
easier to understand.☝

Douglas W. Jones, University of Iowa
☜LISP programmers know the value of everything butthe cost of nothing.☝

AlanPerlis, Yale University
. .. and forall you system developersout there:
☜Thefirst 90 percentof the code accountsforthefirst 90 percentof the developmenttime.
The remaining 10 percentof the code accountsfor the other 90 percent of the developmenttime.☝

Tom Cargill, Bell Labs

☜Good judgement comesfrom experience, and experience comes from bad judgement.☝
Fred Brooks, University of North Carolina

☜Wheneverpossible, steal code.☝
Tom Duff, Bell Labs

☜I'd rather write programsto write programsthan write programs.☝8 prog! 4 ☁Ite progre | .Dick Sites, Digital Equipment Corporation
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☁{Thompson's rule for first-time telescope makers]
☜Jt is faster to make a four-inch mirror then a six-inch mirror, than to make six-inch
mirror.☝

Bill McKeeman, Wang Institute
Nowtheserules are no doubt usefulin their generality, but naturally we would like to see
someprinciples which are morepertinent to APLers. Which, by the way,doesn☂t just mean
programmers, but implementors, users and managers(etc) as well.
So the competition this issue is to dream up some APL ☁Bumper-sticker☂ advice. Ofcourse
it needn☂t be trivial ♥ you should endeavourto crystallise those years of experience into a
crisp principle or two. Whetherit be at thelevel of the nitty-gritty symbols or a high-level
view of APL systemsdesign is up to you, It could be an aid to memory,a piece of sage
advice, a warning, a rule or even a mere observation.
We wantall your entries by April 30th,so start thinking and sending.As usual, fifty pounds
in prize moneywill be distributed among not morethan three winnersat the discretion of
the judges.
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Surely there must be a Better Way
compiled by David Ziemann

In VECTOR2.1 Andrew Wigginspresenteda depreciation problem to whichhehad found
only a looping solution. John Sullivan has sent us the following parallel solution (If you
search hard you'll find the code):

V R+*WIGGINS X;A<X> is a 2x? matrix. the first row is ☁Income☂the second is ☁Depreciation☂<R> is a 4x? matrix containing ☁Income☂, 'Depreciation☂ as revisedby the function, 'Profitt and ☁Carried forward!Function written in APL2, although it does not use anything outsidestandard VS APLMethod:Since the program doesn't work properly unless it starts with a☁profit'.swe add a nominal profit of 0 to the start of the input.
Since we are taking profite whenever they occur. we calculate a
Profit/Losa vector (+*\-#X), and save the amount of profit takenso far (A+T\4\-#X). If we subtract this lagged 1 period from itselfwe obtain the profit taken in each period (A*A-0, 1#A). Now we canrevise the "Depreciation' figures (X[1:]-A) and prepare the firstthree linea of the table at the bottom of page 97.ReXE15J,0C1I(X013)-A) (0.PJAta-0, 1¢AeP[ \4\-2X+0,XA Last of all we calculate the ☁Carried Forward☂ figures, and dropA the data we added to make the program work

Re O 1 #R,C1]+\X02;3)-R£23)

DP
PR
SD
DP
D
DD
D

DD
aD
aD
RD

Here is John☂s function in action:

ID
100 210 120 130 140 150 160 170 180 190
70 230 140 130 120 60 180 170 150 230

WIGGINS ID
100 110 120 130 140 150 160 170 180 190
70 :110 120 130 140 80 160 170 170 190
30 0 Q 0 a 70 0 o 10 0
0 20 40 40 20 @ 20 20 Oo 40

Another John, this time John Buckland,furnished us with this:

C1]
{2]
(3)
C4)

VO R+INC REDUCE DEPN;A;BA Reducee income <INC> by depreciation <DEPN> as required.
A Returns <R> with two rows holding the amounts deducted@ and carried forward in each period
R+(2.pB)pRsB-+\ReA-0, 1¢A+A-F \OT (At+\ INC) -B+t\DEPN

v
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IDC1;] REDUCE IDC23]70 110 120 130 140 80 160 170 170 1900 20 40 40 20 0 20 20 0 40

Notice that this function has the advantageof being origin independent.
We trust that these solutions will satisfy Andrew, or any other interested readers, but hope
that more suitable names will be chosen for the functions. A better name might be
«CARRYFORWARD>for example, rather than (DEPRECIATEsay, because this name
matches the generality of the function moreclosely. In this way the readerwill be led to
believe that the function has a more generalusage than just in calculating depreciation.
Mark Bassett☂s plea in VECTOR2.1 for the"WORDWRAP>function has been answered
by Zeke Hoskin. His function is printed in the competition result page. Has anyone
managed to solve this problem without looping? Maybe a good application for ☁matrix-
divide☂?
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Making effective use of GDDM and AP126
by David Piper

L. Abstract.
Full screen managementis in many waysthe natural way for APL to communicatewith the
user. The screen lookslike a window onto an APLarray, why notuseit as such? In the IBM
world, full screen managementis limited to the use of auxiliary processors (APs), usually
the Graphical Data Display Manager (GDDM)AP ♥ AP126.
In order to implementefficient, easily used systems, screen dialogue must be managed as
efficiently as possible in order to provide adequate responsetimes. This article showsthat
functions provided by GDDMcan beeasily used to improvethe efficiency of screen
dialogues. A futurearticle will discuss the use of functions provided by GDDM R4.0 and
by AP126itself.
2. Introduction ♥ Facilities Discussed.
Thefacilities discussed fall into two basic categories:
© Thoseintegral to GDDM.
@ Additionalfacilities provided by AP 126.
Thefacilities provided by GDDMareavailable to any program using GDDM(even those
not written in APL), the power of APL makesthese especially easy to use. The extra
functions provided by AP126 are uniqueto the APL environment. This article discusses
those functions provided by GDDM;it is hoped anotherarticle will describe the useofthe
facilities provided by AP 126, and additional features of GDDM (R 3.0 and 4.0) which are
of use in the development of complex dialogues.

2.1 Facilities provided by GDDM.
The followingfacilities provided by GDDMare not commonlyused,andwill be the subject
of this discussion:
@ Use oflogical pages (all GDDMreleases)
@ Logical pages larger than the terminal (GDDM R3.0 and higher)

Thediscussion applies specifically to VS APL R4.0, running under MVS/SP and TSO/E,
but should apply to other operating systems too,since no file handling is involved. 2.2
Facilities provided by AP 126.
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2.2 Facilities provided by AP126
The additionalfacilities available using AP126 are referred to in the VS APL Terminal
Users Guide as ☁AP126 Service Requests☂. There are 10 ofthese, given call values from -1 to
-10, the majority of these are not of particular use in application development. The most
useful services are mentionedhere for the sake of completeness, but are not discussed in
detail in this article.

Service -8 (Query subsetoffields for modification), allows an application to read data from
the screen as required by the application,rather thanall at once. More importantly,it also
allows only modified fields to be read rather thanall fields on the screen.
Service -9 (Query current hardcopy destination), allows an application to check for acurrently open printer. A printer may therefore beleft ☁open☂ between print requests,avoiding the large overheadof being ☁opened☂ and ☁closed☂ repeatedly.
Service -10 provides a useful method for implementing graphics in a system. This service
request allows the Interactive Chart Utility (ICU) to be invoked from APL, using APL
vectors or arrays of numbersasthe data to be charted.

3. Logical Pages.
Theusual wayoforganising a full screen dialogue can be summarisedasfollows:DIALOGUE:

DISPLAYa panel
@ READthe panel

VALIDATEthe data
PROCESSthe data
REPEAT

This concept seemsperfectly adequate for managinga screen dialogue,until the overheadsinvolved in the DISPLAYprocessare considered. Forthe sake of clarity, the DISPLAYprocess can be broken downfurther:
DISPLAY:
@ VALIDATEtheformat array

FORMATthescreenbuffer
WRITEfixed text (promptsetc)
WRITEdynamic text (date, time etc)
WRITEdefault input values
TRANSMITpanelto screen
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If the panel format could be stored in some way, so thatit only has to be re-sent to the
terminal, the first three processes could be omitted from the DISPLAYprocess(after the
first DISPLAY). Theuseoflogical pages allows precisely this. Each screen format,withits
fixed text, can be placed on a separate page, andrestored to the terminal as required. The
new DISPLAYprocess could be summarised asfollows:
DISPLAY:
@ GETpage
@ WRITEdynamic text
© WRITEdefault input values
@ TRANSMITpanelto screen
The GET process either creates and formats a new page,or re-selects an existing page as
required.
GET:
@ IF page EXISTS
e SELECTpage
e ELSE
° CREATEpage
e VALIDATEthe formatarray
. FORMATthescreen buffer
e WRITEfixed text (promptsetc)

3.1 Managing Logical Pages.
The use of logical pages does introduce the problem of managementof the pages. This
problem can be broken into twoparts:
© Selection of pages for display of new panels.
@ Re-selection ofexisting pages to re-display panels.
Thefirst problem is one of selecting a page not previously used, the second is one of
selecting the correct page from listofexisting pages. The examplesthatfollow assumethat
a share with AP126 hasalready been established, using the variables:
e CTLs ♥the AP126 control variable.
¢@ DATs♥ the datavariable associated with CTL126.
3.2 Creating New Logical Pages.
GDDMhasa function which returns a page numbernot currently in use ♥ FSQUPG(FS ♥
Full Screen, Q♥ Query, UPG♥ Unique PaGe. AP126 Code 307). This function returns the
highest possible unused page number. Thefirst call returns page number(-1)+2*31, the
highest 4 byteinteger.
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Note:In early versionsof release 3.0 ofGDDM,the FSQUPGfunction returns LOW page
numbersfirst, there is a PTFto correctthis error.
A majorbenefit ofusing the FSQUPGfunction,is that no matter manypairsofvariables are
shared with AP126, unique page numbersare always returned. Thusseveral applications
(systems, utilities etc), all using different sets of shared variables, can run in the same
workspace withoutrisk of using pages already acquired byotherfacilities. This principle
extendsto using GDDM with the APL Session Manager, which uses page number1001.
Oncethe unique page numberhas been found, the page mustbecreated. This is performed
using the FSPCRTfunction (P ♥ Page, CRT ♥ CReaTe, AP126 code 302). The arguments
to the FSPCRT function are the page number,the depth and width ofthe page, and the
page type. This last parameter is ignored by GDDM release 4.0, but is required for
compatibility with earlier releases ofGDDM.A function to query for andcreate a page with
a new page number (CNPAGE)islisted in appendix A.
Theactofcreating a page causes the new page to becomecurrent,so the panel format/writeactivities can proceed normally. Once complete, the panel can be displayed and read in the
normal manner,all screen I/O functions addressing the current GDDM page.

3.3 Re-displaying Existing Pages.
Once a page/panel couple has been formatted and displayed, the only activity that has tooccur before re-display of the page is changing the current page number to the onecontaining the required panel. To dothis effectively, a methodofrelating panelidentities
(names, numbers or someother ID) to GDDM page numbers mustbe used.
The IBM supplied workspace FSC126 allows panels to be designed, each panel having anamerecognised byall the utility functionsin the workspace. The namescaneasily be used
to build a table relating panel names to page numbers. Whena panelis displayed for thefirst time(ie its page is created), the panel nameis appendedto the bottom ofthetable, andthe page numberis appendedto the vector of page numbers. Theindex of the namein thetable can then be usedto reference the page numbervector. Oncethe page numberhas beenlooked up, the page can be reselected by using the FSPSELfunction (P - Page, SEL ~SELect. AP126 code 305). The FSPSEL function takes the page numberto beselected asits only argument.
A function to perform these actions is shown in appendix A (CSPAGE),the functioneitherselects an existing page,or creates a new pageif required. This function could be combinedwith IBM☂s DISPLAYfunction (from FSC126)if the new page was to be formatted. Anexample ofthis is shown in the HOWTOfunction in appendix A. Note, the codein theREDISPfunctionis specific to the useof theutilities provided by the FSC126 workspace.This function would haveto be changedifdifferent screen managementutilities were to beused.
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It must be ensured that the panel name table and the pagevectorare nullified wheneverGDDMis re-initialised. The easiest way to ensurethisis to reshapethetable and vectorintonulls in the function runasthelatent expression in the workspace.
3.4 Integrating with Existing Systems.
The abovediscussion showsthatit is relatively easy to implementpaging techniques within
an existing screen management system suchas that provided in the FSC126 workspace.
The only changerequired is to ensure the correct page is selected before any screen I/O
processing occurs.

In mostcases,it will be possible to combine functionsusing logical paging with functions
that do not in the same workspace. This is because, by default, page 0 is used. Functions
using paging MUST ensure that the default page (page 0) is re-selected after their
processing is complete.

4. Large GDDM Logical Pages
From release 3.0 onwards, GDDM allowsthe use of pages which are longer than the
physical terminal. Pages wider than the physical terminal are not supported. Using long
pagesallowsvertical scrolling to be performedvery easily. GDDMonly requirestheline to
be placed at the top ofthe terminalto be passed as an argumentto the FSPWINfunction (P
♥ Page WIN ♥ WINdow. AP126 code 309). If the bottom or top ofthe logical page would
appearin the middle of the physical page, GDDM adjusts the position so thatthelogical
top/bottom coincides with the physical top/bottom.
The use of long pages reduces the need to re-write text to the page every time scroll
operationis performed. The APneedonly be invokedto perform thescrolling activity, not
to perform I/O tothelogical page. If someofthetexthasto be refreshed on the pagethen the
correct GDDMfunctions mustbe invokedto perform this.
4.1 Using Large Logical Pages
Large pages will be of most use for browsing APL objects, rather than for activities
requiring text to be refreshedaslines are inserted, deleted or changed by the user. Data
being browsed does not need to be refreshed. Evenso,ifa very simpleeditoris being used,
which doesnotallow lines to be deleted orinserted from thetext, the use ofa large pagewill
make the editor moreefficient by removing the needto refresh text on the page.
Using screen sized pages, a BROWSEfunction can be summarisedas follows:
BROWSE:

GETbrowse panel
WRITE panelfull of text
READthe panel
SCROLLtext
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The SCROLLfunction is changed by the use of long pages:
SCROLL:(normal pagesize) SCROLL:(long pages)
© CALCULATEnewtopline @ CALCULATEnewtopline
@ WRITE newpaneloftext © POSITION window
When using longpages,all the textis written to the panel duringtheinitialisation stage, not
just one panelfull. This increase in panel I/O is offset by reductions during scrolling
activity.

4.2 Horizontal Scrolling
Logical pages wider than the physical screen size are not supported by GDDM. The
limitations imposedby this restriction can be obviated by allowing horizontal scrolling to
occur only in units of one screen width, The BROWSEfunction mustcreate sufficient
pages to contain the width ofthe text being browsed.Scrolling horizontally then simply
becomesa matterof selecting the the correct logical page. This is a moreefficient process
than continually performing 1/O operationsto the samelogical page.
The☁page mode☂scrolling can also be usedfor vertical scrolling in releases of GDDM not
supportinglarge logical pages. An ideal application for this type of browse functionis to
preview a paginated report. Whetherall pages should be formatted in advance is applica-
tion dependentandwill typically depend on the volumeoftext being browsed.
For a ☁page mode☂ browse function allowing both vertical and horizontal scrolling, the
SCROLLfunction becomes:
BROWSE:
@ CALCULATEnewtopline
e CALCULATEnew horizontal page
@ GETpage
® POSITION window
The GETfunction is describedin section 3.
5. Conclusions.
Theuseoflogical pages can make a considerabledifferenceto the speed ofdialoguesin sys-
lems using GDDMfor screen management. In addition, the use of logical pages is quite
straightforward to implementwithin a set of existing dialogue managementutilities.
By removing the need to re-format a panel every timeit is to be displayed, response times
can be improved by as much as 50%. Logical pages can also be of use elsewherein full-se-
reen dialogues, for example when implementing ☁browse☂or ☁edit☂ utilities, enabling scrol-
ling to be carried out extremely rapidly.
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FSCMD
¥ RC*DAT AFSCMD CTLCi] A Version: 29.11.85 FN: Communicate with API26 shared vars(2) a DAT - Character vector Value for DAT shared variable(3) a ctL - Numeric vector Value for CTL shared variable{4] @ RC - Numeric vector Value returned by CTL shared variableC5] DAaTs+DAT[6] cTLs+cTL[7] Rc+lecTLsv

CNPAGE
V PAGE*CNPAGE;FSPCRT;FSQUPG;RC[1] A Version: 29.11.85 FN: Query for and create new page(2] a PAGE - Numeric vector Page number or null if error(3] 8 Assign GDDM function codes£4] FSQUPG+3075] FSPCRT+302

C6] a Query for unused page number
C7] RC+'' AFSCMD FSQUPG
[8] a Store the page number returned[9] PAGE+E+44¢RC(10) a Greate the page with default size.E11] Rc+(2tRC),2+'* AFSCMD FSPCRI.PAGE, 0 0 1俉12] a Return page number if all codes from GDDM/AP126 are zero[23] PAGE*(s/0=RC)/PAGE

v

CSPAGE
V RC+CSPAGE PANEL; FSPSEL;HAX; PAGE1] a Version: 29.11.85 FN: Select/Create page based on PANEL

2] @ PANEL - Character vector Panel name to be created/selected3] a RC - Numeric vector Return code (O=Fail 1=New page 2=014 page)43 A ptab - Global table of panel names5] # pvec - Global vector of page numbers
6J MAX+(pPABEL)[ ☜ltpptab7] a Check if PANEL is already in <ptab>
8] -PAGE*((((1tpptab) MAX) ¢ptab)A.=MAX+PANEL)/pvec9] +(0=pPAGE)/pec10] A Page number non zeros select it. Assign GDDM command code.11} FSPSEL+305
12] a Page exists, reselect and return code=2£13] RC+2xa/O=2+** AFSCMD FSPSEL.PAGE(14] a Run dialogue manager specific code to re-init global vars etc.

C15] REDISF PANELC16] +0
[17] a No page number returned, create page. Exit if error[18] pc: PAGE*+CNPAGE(193 w Return 0 if no page number returned, or 1 to indicate new page.[20] +0 IF+RC+0zpPAGE
[21] a Update <pvec> and <ptab>, and exit
[22] pvectpvec,PAGE
[23] ptab+(((itpptab).MAX)+ptab), Cl IMAX+ PANELv
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REDISP
¥ REDISP PANEL:LL[1] a Version: 09.12.85 FN: Reset globals used by FSC126 utilities[2] A PANEL - Character vector Panel name[3] a Flag no fields as modified

[4} ruod+10[5] a Check for lable array for this panelC6] +ex 1F 270NC ☁LL',,PANEL[7] A Set up label globale (eXPAND and ¢N are utilities from FSC126)[8] Li*eXPAND£'LL☂,.PANEL[9] nlabel+cN tabel+((ltpLh) .6)+LL[10} +0[il] a Expunge label global» to indicate no labels found[12] LL+HEX ☁labeltv

HOWTO
¥ RC+HOWTOS INT; PANELCi] op Version: 29.11.85 FN: Illustrate combined PAGING/FSC126 utilities[2] A RC ~ Numeric vector O if oks 1 if error in execution.[3] a Initialice return code. assume all ok[4] Rc+0C5] on Set up current panel name[6] PANEL+*MYAPANEL'

{7] A Greate/Select page (Note: GDDM must already be initialised)[8] +lersdi,rd}IF 0 1 2 =CSPAGE PANEL(9]_ na Now use the FSC126 utilities as normalC10] di:DISPLAY PANELC11] a Show screen and wait for ENTER or PF Key
C12] xd:INT+SREA
[13] a...[14] a More processing ..
Cis} an...
C16] aA Reselect the page in case we changed to another panelC17] +Cer.disrd)IF 0 1 2 =CSPAGE PANEL[18] a Re-read the screen

» (SWRI, SGET, exit on PF 3 etc)

 

[19] 4x4
(20) er:O+'*Failed to display panel *,PANELE21] Re+1¥
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A Guide To Using Operators In APL2
by Norman Thomson

Nestedarrays are the feature of APL2 which seemsto generate most enthusiasm amongst
its devotees, as witness for example the twenty or so pages devoted to that topic in Vector
Vol 2 no.1. On the other hand operator extensions seems to receive relatively scant
attentionin spite of the fact that they provideat least as great an advancein linguistic power.
There are two broad aspects of operator extension ♥ first the provision of user-defined
operators, and secondly the extension of existing operators. These two features, both
separately and together increase by a hugefactor the expressiveness ofAPL in describing
programmingideas with succinctnessandclarity.
In general if APL objects are the ☁nouns☂ of the language and functions the ☁verbs☂, then
operators are the ☁adverbs☂. They direct how to apply or combine functions in manners
which are commonacrossa rangeoffunctions. In APLIthe adverbial aspectoffunctionsis
achieved by ☁embroidering☂ the function symbols with other symbols such as /and . . For
example, +/V describes how to add the elementsofthe vector V, i.e. how to add ☁through☂
V,in the senseof inserting the function ☜+☝into all the available spaces (1 less than the
numberofelementsin V) and evaluating the resulting expression. After defining reduction
to describe the adverbial concept of ☁through☂, it makes sense to talk about ☁multiplying
through☂, ☁dividing through☂, andso on. Itis logically perfectly possible to apply reduction
to non-scalar dyadic functions, so that one can ☁reshape through☂and ☁join through☂vectors:

p/3 2 4 ++ B3p204 ++ HOY
sf/!NOTt 'WITH' 'STANDING?

++  ' NOTWITHSTANDING"

Such extensions providein total a large amount of extra function in APL2. They are
however conceptually straightforward, and I shall concentrate here on someofthe subtler
aspects of operator extension, whichit will transpireare closely interwoven with enclosure
and disclosure and thus with nested arrays.

User-Defined Operators
It is well known thatin the case of non-commutative functions such as subtract anddivide
the effect of ☁through☂is to producerespectively the alternating sums and products. To
many APLlearnersthis result is counter-intuitive in that they feel that -/6 2 3 should mean
6-2-3, i.e. 1 rather than 7. This is indeed a reasonable variant of subtraction ♥ call it
subtraction ☁along☂ a vector. The following lines describe the process for a general scalar
dyadic function F, which could be either primitive or user-defined:

Z+4RL0;>(0=0R+14R)/0
2+Z F+R440
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They define a new function called the ☁derived function☂ with asits right argument. We
can generalise the process by specifying an axis G, and at the sametime giving a name
☁along☂ to what we nowrecognise as a new operator, with F and asits two operands.

VZe(F ALONG G)RC1) Zes0GlR
C2] LO:+(OepRet+[G}R)/0
C3] Zz F 1t俉GIR
C4) £0v

Someapplicationsare:
(+ALONG 1)1410

_ (-ALONG 1)14

(-ALONG 2)2 3p16~y -
#(@ALONG 191424

(note that index-origin will be taken as 1 throughout.)
Now consider the + outer productofavector V withitself. We define an operatordirecting
how to add V in this context, i.e. by separately adding each of its elements with all the
elements. The ☁each with all☂ clause is an embroidery which could equally well be applied to
a generalscalar dyadic function F,andis defined by

V2+(F TABLE)RC1) Zeno FR
v

Thus
XxPABLE 112

is the ordinary school multiplicationtable.
Commuting function arguments provides another opportunity to embellish a range of
functions with a commonadverbial embroidery.

VZeL(F COM)AR
C1] 2¢enR PLv

2 *COM 14 ++ 1 4 9 16
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What is commonto the operators ALONG, TABLE, and COMisthatthey are applicable
across a range of functions ♥ if the function variation is really relevant to only onefunction,
there is no needto traffic with operators ♥ user-defined functions can be used in the usual
way.
Ofthe operands F and G,either or both may befunctionsorarrays, but for meaningful uses
at least one should be a function. The derived function then takes arguments L and R.IfG
and are botharraysasin the case of the function ALONGthen brackets are necessary to
show where G stops and R begins.
If the operator is monadic, then the single operand appearsto theleft, thus reversing the
rule for arguments. This is because non-ambiguity ofsyntax demandsthat operatorsfollow
the reverse rule for functions,thatis they are read from rightto left and executed from left to
right. Thus in the expression

(-COM ALOWG 1)14

the operator COM is executed before the operator ALONG.Morespecifically the derived
function (-COM)is constructed andpassed as an operand to ALONGto obtain the derived
function (COM) ALONG1. Applying this derived function to the right argument, the
successive execution steps are:
1(-COM)2 = 11(--COM)3 = 22-COM)4 = 2
giving 2 as the final answer.
Further examples of situations in which user-defined operators suggest themselves
naturally are given in three conference papers, my own on ☁Cultivating Trees☂ in APL84, and
those on ☁Operators for Program Control☂ and ☁Operators for Recursion☂ by E. Eusebi in
APL85,

Extension OfAPL1 Operators
The standard APL] operators can be used to demonstrate furtherthat the execution rule for
operatorsis the oppositeto that for functions. Asin the previousarticle, I proceed by giving
basic exercises, which you maylike to work out by covering up the answersbefore reading
them andthe expository notes whichfollow. As before I shall use the function DR:

DR: (2R),oR
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to obtain the depth-followed-by-rho of an APL object.
Whatare:

(A) 12 +.%.- 34
(B) 12 +.俉4.-) 24

It maybe useful to enunciate the APLI rule for an inner productF.G,viz. first perform Gon an element by element basis for the last dimensionofthe left argument, andthefirst
dimensionof the right argument, then carry out F reduction. (Think of +.x and the ☁row-
into-column☂rule for algebraic matrix multiplication). If the arguments ofan inner product
are scalars then the function F plays nopart, i.e. F.G is equivalentto G.
In APL2 this rule has subtly changed it is now :

For those arguments whichare notscalars enclose elementsalongthelastaxisoftheleft
argumentandthefirst axis of the right argument,then evaluate the ☁F reduction each☂
of the G outer product, enclosing every element.

Just as inner product evaluation begins with enclosure, so outer product begins with
disclosure of the elements, followed by enclosureofthe separate function evaluations.
In (A) theleftmost inner productis executed first, and so the final derived function is
(+.x).-. The APLI rules would suggest an answer

(t.x)/72 2

The APL2 rule for inner productfirst obtains the outer product
. (<1 2)+.-c3 4
272 DR=2

Notice that thereis no initial enclosure because both elementsare scalars. Evaluating the
outer product howeverinvolves aninitial disclosure, and a final enclosure which accounts
for the depth of 2. ☁+.x reduction each☂ then leads to the answer 4, and so the APL2rule
followstheold rule in this case♥the subtle but importantdifference beingthat an enclosure
and an ☁each☂ have become involved, even although neither was presentin the original
expression.
In (B), following the APLI rules,(x.-) should be equivalentto -, leadingto a final result 1 2
+.- 3 4, namely -4. The APL2 rules, however, lead to aninitial evaluation of the outer
product
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(ct Zpe.(x.-)e3 4
DR=0

The ☁+.x reduction each☂is then a null function and thefinal result is +4, which is not the
same as the APLrules would haveus expect.
Nowintroduce nesting. What are:

(C) (el 2) «x «3 4
(Dy) (et 2) +.% 63 4
(EY) (et 2) e.8 cd 4
(FY) + xf/(et 2),<3 4

Theanswersare:

(¢) 38 DR = 2
(py) 38 DR = 3
(2) 38 DR =2
(Fy) 41 DR=0

(C) illustrates the pervasiveness of the scalar dyadic functions, i.e. element by element
multiplication takes place through the ☁barrier☂ of enclosure. We shall assume
henceforward that the conceptof pervasiveness is well known and understood.
The answers (D) to (F) may seem surprising atfirst.

(i) Whyis (D) depth 3 and not 2? APL]intuition suggests that since both arguments are
scalars the + should be inoperative andtheresult the same as (C). However the APL2rule
for outer product results in a singly enclosed vector as per example (E), while that for the
inner product showsthat each elementofthefinal result is the enclostire of the + reduction
- a consideration necessary to guarantee scalarnessofelements in cases wherethe function
is not scalar dyadic. ,
(ii) The non-equivalenceof (D) and (F) violates the APLI rule for reduction of a vector,thatis obtain the F/ by placing the function F in all the available (possibly zero) spaces, andevaluating the result. This is because ensuring that the reduction operator always reducesrank requires a subtle variation for APL2, namely the ☁F each☂ should be inserted betweenadjacentitems,andthefinal evaluation enclosed. Since ☁each☂ has noeffect when no nestingis present this rule completely subsumes the APL] rule.
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Now addthe☁each☂operatorexplicitly into the mix. Whatare:

(@) (et 2) «7 63
(CH) Cet 2) t.x" 俉8 4
(2) (et 2) oun☝ 63 4
(7) (51 2) +. CK") 63 4

The answers are:

(@) 38 DR=2
(A) 14 DR=90
(rm) 34 DR =2

68
(J) 38 DAs 3

The ☁each☂ in (G) forces disclosure of the two arguments, with a final enclosure after
multiplying.
(G), (HD and (1) demonstrate the ☁shell-penetration☂ role ofeach. Comparison of(G) and (H)
demonstrates how the implicit ☁each☂ in the definition of inner product achieves an extra
level of ☁shell-penetration☂. Note the equivalence of (H) and(F).
Comparison of the results of (E) and (1) is also revealing. (E) is a straightforward
multiplication table for the twoscalar arguments. Atfirst sight the ☁each☂in (I) oughtnot to
make any difference since both argumentsare scalars. This is however a circumstance in
which the apparentsimplicity of the name☁each☂ can be deceptive. Therulefor ☁each☂ must
be strictly applied, that is, disclose both elements, apply the operandof ☁each☂(in this case
outer product multiply), then enclose. Similar considerations apply to the pairs (H) and
(D). Now comparing (H)and (J), in (H) the +.x outer product(i.e. the first step of the
inner product) is in fact applied to simple objects following the implicit disclosures with
☁each☂, whereasin (J) the initial ☁times each☂ outer product of the two argumentsleads to a
nested vector, andthefinal enclosure implicit in the inner productgivesrise to an ultimate
depthof3.

Consistency with Existing Concepts of Reduction and Inner Product
Thediscussion so far might suggest that the amendmentsto the rules for inner product and
reduction impose an intolerable new layer of complexity on the APL2 user. They are
however no more than necessary adjustments which ensure that whatis intuitively obvious
and desirable should happen in the presence of nestedness. This is illustrated by the
remaining examples for which wedefine B as the nested array:
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thatis
B+2 2p(e0 1),(e2 0), (et 0),c0 2

What are:
(KX) 12 +.% BF
(ZL) (et 2) +." 2B
Qt) (et 2) x7 B
(Ny) (et 2) +e") B

Answersand notes:
(Kk) (2192 4) DR +32

thatis
(1x60 1)42xe1 0) ((1xe2 0)42xc0 2)

(BL) (1 2)¢2 4) DR=32

scalar left argumentforces expansionto vector of length 2. Resultis
((Cet 2)ec0 1)+(c1 2)xc1 0)

C((et 2)xe2 O}+(c1 2)xcO 2)

If the elements of B are taken to represent displacement vectors in 2D space(or forces,
velocities, etc.) then (K) obtains V+2W where V and W are two elements belonging to the
same column,and (L) gives V☂+W☂ where V☂ and W☝represent V and W with x- and y-
☁stretch factors☂ | and 2 respectively applied to each displacement.

(4) 22 DR=>212214

that is the +.x inner products of 1 2 with each ofthe 4 elements of B.
(N) ♥ sameas (L) on accountofpervasiveness of multiplication.

The next two examples extend examples (A) and (B) and demonstrate the working of
consecutive inner products.

(0) (61.2) t.4.0 8
(CP) (et 2) +. (eon) 2?
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Answersand notes:
(0) 36 DR=12
(P) 12 24 DR= 4&2

Tn both casesthescalarleft argumentforces scalar expansion. In (O) the derived function is
(+.-+).x, and the elementsofthe result are

(er.+/(0 19(2 07) (er.t+/(2 0)(0 4))

from which application of the reductionrule leadsto theresult.
In (P) the corresponding elementsare

(er/( (et 2)4+.xc0 1),( (et 2)+.xc1 0))
(etf/( (el 2)4+.xe2 O),( (et 2)+.xc0 2))

Thehighestlevel enclosuresarise from thelast step of the inner productrule, andgiverise
to the depth of 4,

Summary
As with nested arrays the powerofoperators in APL2is considerable and makethe operator
capabilities ofAPLI look minute!Atfirst sight the user may be understandably daunted by
the sheer amountofvariation afforded by the different possible ways of combining APL2
operators, quite apart from theeffects of mixing these with operators of his or her own
definition. Also the subtle variations in the inner product, outer product and reduction
rules demand careful study in the first place, but will ultimately reveal a beautiful
consistency with the simpler APL1 ideas. Someofthe language extensions ofAPL2 provide
a substantial intellectual challenge and require a systematic and disciplined approach to
master them,thesearticles may hopefully have provided somepointers.
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Now available in the UK, two new offerings from
STSC that enhance IBM☂s mainframe APL
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 If you☂re staying with VS APL...
COMPILER The first commercial compilerfor APL compiles functionsindividually. Results in

significantly faster execution.Interpreted functions cancallcompiled functions and vice
versa.

If you☂re migrating to APL2...
SHAREFILE/AP  STSC☂s popular APLcomponentfile system is now

available under APL2. Multi-
user, nested array storage,
libraries, access matrices.Multiple file system support.
International language
translations.
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BRITISH APL ASSOCIATION
Membership Application Form

Please read the membership information in the inside front cover ofVECTORbefore completing this
form. Use photocopiesofthis form for multiple applications. The membership year runsfrom 1st May
♥ 30th April.

Name: 
Department: 
Organisation:
Addressline 1:
Addressline 2:
Addressline 3:
Addressline 4:
Postor zip code:

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Country:
Telephone number:
 

Membershipcategory applied for(tick one): 85/86 86/87
Non-voting student membership (U_K.only) £5 £5
UK privatemembership «2.2... 0.0 £9 £10
Overseas privatemembership) .........-. £16 £18
Airmail supplement (not neededfor Europe) £8 £ 8
Corporate membership) ............55. £75 £ 85
Corporate membership Overseas ......-.. £120 £140
Sustaining membership  ..........-.-.-. £325 £360

Forstudentapplicants:
Nameof course:  
 

Nameandtitle of supervisor:
Signature of supervisor: 
PAYMENT
Payment should be enclosed with membership applications in the form of a UKsterling cheque or
postal order made payable to ☜The British APL Association☝. Corporate or sustaining member
applicants should contact the Treasurerin advanceifan invoiceis required. Please enclose a stamped
addressed envelope if you require a receipt.
Send the completed form to the Treasurerat this address:
Mel Chapman, 12 Garden Street, Stafford, ST17 4BT, UK.
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The British APL Association
TheBritish APL Association is a Specialist Groupof the British Computer Society and a memberof
EuroAPL, an organisation supported by the Commission of the European Communities. It is
administered by a Committee ofeightofficers whoare elected by the vote of Association members at
the Annual General Meeting. Working groupsare also established in areas such as activity planning
and journal production. Offers of assistance and involvement with any Association matters are
welcomed and should be addressed in thefirst instance to the Secretary.

1986/87 Committee
Chairman: Dick Bowman CEGB, 85 Park Street,

01-634 7639 London SE1.
Secretary: Anthony Camacho 2 Blenheim Road,St. Albans,

0727(56 from London)-60130 Herts ALI4NR.
Treasurer: Mei Chapman 12 Garden Street,

0785-53511 Stafford, ST17 4BT
Activities: Stan Wilkinson 26 Leith Mansions Grantully Road

01-286 7068 London W9 1LQ.
Publicity: Romilly Cocking Cocking & Drury Ltd.

01-493 6172 16 Berkeley Street, London W1X SAE.
Journal Editor: David Preedy Metapraxis Lid. Hanover House,

01-541 1696 Coombe Road Kingston
KT27AH.

Education: Dick Gray Horseshoe House,
0476-860483 Sproxton, Melton Mowbray,

Leicestershire LE144QB
Technical: David Ziemann Cocking & Drury Ltd.,

01-493 6172 16 Berkeley Street, London W1X 5AE

Activities Working Group
Peter Donnelly 0420-87024
Steve Margolis 01-670 7959
Tim Perry 04626-77375
RoyTallis 01-405 7841
Stan Wilkinson 01-286 7068

Journal Working Group
Jonathan Barman 01-493 6172
Anthony Camacho 0727(56 from London)-60130
Steve Lyus 0272-666961
David Preedy 01-541 1696
Adrian Smith 0904-53071
David Ziemann 01-493 6172
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